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Biographical Note: Alfred Kazin (1915-1998) was an American literary critic, essayist and historian. He was one of the most influential of the prominent New York intellectuals in the second half of the twentieth century, and belonged to the school of writers and thinkers associated with the Partisan Review. Kazin was best-known for his seminal study of American prose literature written between the years 1890-1940, On Native Grounds (1942), as well as three memoirs, A Walker in the City (1951), Starting Out in the Thirties (1965), and New York Jew (1978). Optimistic about the future of American literature, On Native Grounds attempted to demonstrate that the literature of the period was a product of the times, and a reaction against modernism. The book was recognized as a major contribution to American literary criticism, and led to Kazin’s appointment to a variety of prestigious positions: literary editor of The New Republic, and lecturer at Harvard, Smith, Notre Dame, and other academic institutions, and, finally, at the City University of New York (Hunter College and the Graduate Center), where he remained for many years. Other notable works by Kazin include The Inmost Leaf (1955), Contemporaries (1960), An American Procession (1984), A Writer’s America (1988), Our New York (1990), and God and the American Writer (1997). Philip Roth called Kazin “America’s best reader of American literature in this century.” In 1983, Kazin married the writer Judith (Schwartz) Dunford, his fourth wife, who would become the executor of his literary estate.

Scope and Content Note: The archive contains typescripts of Kazin’s essays, books, unpublished biographical sketches, and lectures; more than 75 personal and literary journals; 13 leaves literary notebooks; personal, literary and financial correspondence; two commonplace notebooks; extensive subject and biography research files (including substantial amounts on Herman Melville, the Civil War, Harriet Beecher Stowe, slavery, and African-American literature);
examinations and reading lists for undergraduate courses taught by Kazin; research files on a large number of American literary figures; page proofs; and photographs.

**Arrangement Note:** The Alfred Kazin Papers are organized in the following series:

**SERIES 1: WORKS BY ALFRED KAZIN**

**SERIES 2: CORRESPONDENCE**

**SERIES 3: PHOTOGRAPHS**

**SERIES 4: PERSONAL DOCUMENTS**

**SERIES 5: AWARDS & HONORS**

**SERIES 6: FINANCIAL PAPERS**

**SERIES 7: MEDICAL PAPERS**

**SERIES 8: PRINTED MATERIALS BY ALFRED KAZIN**

**SERIES 9: EPHEMERA**

**SERIES 10: AUDIO CASSETTES**

**SERIES 11: VIDEO CASSETTES**

**SERIES 12: COMPUTER DISKS**

**SERIES 13: OBITUARIES**

**SERIES 14: MEMORIALS**

**SERIES 15: WORKS BY OTHERS**

**SERIES 16: REALIA**

**SERIES 17: MISCELLANEOUS OVERSIZE (+++)**

**Series Descriptions and Container Lists:**

**SERIES 1: WORKS BY ALFRED KAZIN**

**SUBSERIES 1.1: BOOKS**


2.1 *An American Procession.* Holograph & typescript notes, 15 leaves.

2.2 *An American Procession.* Typescript drafts, corrected, 86 leaves.

2.3 *An American Procession.* Typescript drafts, corrected, 142 leaves.

2.4 *An American Procession.* Typescript drafts, corrected, 103 leaves.

3.1 *An American Procession.* Typescript drafts, corrected, 117 leaves.

3.2 *An American Procession.* Typescript drafts, corrected, 131 leaves.

3.3 *An American Procession.* Typescript drafts, corrected, 117 leaves.

4.1 *An American Procession.* Holograph & typescript drafts, corrected, 84 leaves;
Print-outs of articles (re: Mark Twain & Stephen Crane).

4.2 *An American Procession.* Holograph & typescript drafts, corrected (re: Mark Twain), 157 leaves

5.1 *An American Procession.* Early & revised typescript drafts, 167 leaves.


6.1 *An American Procession.* Early & revised typescript drafts, 218 leaves.

6.2 *An American Procession.* Early & revised typescript drafts, 149 leaves.


7.2 *God and the American Writer.* Research materials (printed & TS), holograph & typescript notes, 84 leaves.

7.3 *God and the American Writer.* Research materials (printed & TS), typescript notes, 80 leaves.


8.1 *God and the American Writer,* ’Prelude.’ Typescript, blue paper, 32 leaves.

8.2 *God and the American Writer.* Typescript notes, 45 leaves; folder “Emerson.”

8.3 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter I. Typescript, 22 leaves.

8.4 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter II. Typescript, 23 leaves.

8.5 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter III. Typescript, 39 leaves.

8.6 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter IV. Typescript, 28 leaves.

8.7 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter IV. Typescript, 28 leaves.

8.8 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter V. Typescript, 17 leaves.

8.9 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter VII. Typescript, 23 leaves.

8.10 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter VIII. Typescript, 23 leaves.

8.11 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter IX. Typescript, 22 leaves.

8.12 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter X. Typescript, 24 leaves.

8.13 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter X. Typescript, corrected, 28 leaves.

8.14 *God and the American Writer,* Chapter X. Typescript, 28 leaves.
8.15 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter XI. Typescript, 24 leaves.
8.16 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter XI. Typescript, 24 leaves.
8.18 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter XII. Typescript, 27 leaves.
9.1 *God and the American Writer*, Chapters I-XII. MS, 275 leaves; yellow folder listing chapters.
10.3 *God and the American Writer*, Chapters 8-10 & Afterword. Typescript with minor corrections, 82 leaves.
10.5 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 10 with corrections. Typescript, 28 leaves.
10.7 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 12 with corrections. Typescript, 29 leaves.
11.1 *God and the American Writer*, “Prelude.” Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 33 leaves each.
11.2 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 1. Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 22 leaves each.
11.3 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 2. Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 23 leaves each.
11.4 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 3. Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 39 leaves each.
11.5 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 4. Typescript corrected, 28 leaves.
11.6 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 5. Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 17 leaves each.
11.8 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 7. Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 23 leaves each.
11.9 *God and the American Writer*, Chapter 8. Typescript corrected, 2 copies, 23 leaves each.


12.1  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. Black notebook: holograph & typescript notes, 71 leaves.


13.4  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS “1-2-91” (fragments), 26 leaves.


13.6  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. Dust jacket; blue folder.


14.1  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS photocopy, part IV, 171 leaves.

14.2  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS part IV, 26 leaves.

14.3  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS part IV, 64 leaves.


14.5  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS fragments, 103 leaves.

14.6  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS fragments, 96 leaves.

15.1  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS Part I (3 copies): 49 leaves, 15 leaves, corrected; 10 leaves, corrected.

15.2  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS 1939-1945, 58 leaves.

15.3  *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment*. TS draft, part II: 1946-1950, 85 leaves; TS fragments, 23 leaves.
15.4 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS part II: 1946-1950, 88 leaves.

15.5 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS part III: 1950-1978, 10 leaves; blue folder.


16.2 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment,* “Jews”—Front matter TS, 3 leaves.


16.4 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS 1946-1950, 88 leaves.

16.5 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS part III, 1950-1978, 72 leaves; manila folder.

16.6 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS corrected, part IV, 171 leaves.

16.7 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS fragments, 16 leaves; 2 folders.

17.1 *A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment.* TS “Abraham,” 29 leaves; TS “Nineteen . . . ,” 37 leaves; TS fragments, 9 leaves; folder.


19.1 *Our New York.* TS corrected, several copies, 152 leaves.

19.2 *Our New York.* TS corrected, several copies, 137 leaves.

19.3 *Our New York.* TS corrected, several copies, 113 leaves.

20.1 *Our New York.* TS corrected, several copies & notes, 195 leaves.


20.3 *Our New York.* Related correspondence, 25 leaves, 7 cards.

21.1 *A Walker in the City.* TS draft, corrected: “Coming Home to World City” 14 leaves;

22.1 A Writer's America. Notes; page proofs; correspondence; contract, etc. 74 leaves.

22.2 A Writer's America. Notes; related correspondence, 22 leaves.

23.1 Writing Was Everything. “All Critics are Mortal” TS (2 copies), 16 leaves; related correspondence, 2 leaves.

23.2 Writing Was Everything. TS corrected, 93 leaves.

23.3 Writing Was Everything. TS corrected, Ch. 3, 44 leaves.

SUBSERIES 1.2: ESSAYS & ARTICLES

24.1 Autobiographical material: “Alfred Kazin Memorandum . . .” TS copy, 2 leaves.


25.3 “The American Poet” and the European Reader,” TS draft corrected & fragmentary notes, 23 leaves.

25.4 Biographical material: brief TS essays, drafts, notes re: Anatole; Commager, Steele; Cowley, Malcolm; Elton; Galbraith, J.K.; Hurt, James David; Lieberson, Jonathan; Matthews, Cornelius; Smith, Betty; Thomas, Lewis; Tresca, Carlos; [Wright, Sylvia], 44 leaves.

26.1 “Chicago 1890: The Gathering of the Forces” TS draft corrected; TS & holograph notes, 115 leaves; 2 folders.

26.2 “The Cold War” Decoded: From Its Birth to Its Death to Its Transmutation” TS corrected, 43 leaves; TS notes, 4 leaves.


27.1 “Earthly Apocalypse: Lincoln, God, and the Civil War” TS drafts, 97 leaves in folder “Chapter 1 Holy War.”


27.4 “Everyman His Own Revolution” TS drafts corrected, holograph & TS notes, 97 leaves, & printed copy in folder, “American Revolution.”

27.5 Farrell, J. T. “Remembering James T. Farrell” TS corrected, 5 leaves.


27.7 “For Harold Proshansky”; “From Mencken to Reagan: The American Language at Election Time” TS drafts corrected, 23 leaves.

27.8 “From Father Abraham to Columbus” TS “Final,” 11 leaves.


28.2 “Henry James and Italy” TS corrected, 21 leaves in folder.

28.3 “In the Absence of History” TS draft corrected, 22 leaves.

28.4 “Introduction” to Edith Wharton’s Ethan Frome” TS copy corrected, 11 leaves.
28.5  James, William.  “William James’s The Varieties of Religious Experience: Religion as Self-Therapy” TS (c. 5 copies) with various titles, 161 leaves in green folder, “Twice Born.”


29.3  Malamud, Bernard.  Draft of untitled essay, 9 leaves.

29.4  Melville, Herman.  Folder “Melville”: TS fragments (notes) re: Clarel & journals, 5 leaves; “Melville in the Holy Land” 1 TS “uncorrected,” 26 leaves, 2 TS corrected, 22 leaves each, & 2 TS uncorrected, 26 & 22 leaves.


30.3  “Saving My Soul at the Plaza” in folder “Plaza”: TS, 36 leaves; miscellaneous printed matter; 1 leafetter.

30.4  “Shahn, Ben” folder [re: Sacco & Vanzetti]: “The Two Nations” TS, 5 leaves; notes, TS & holograph, 13 leaves; “Ben Shahn and the Immigrant Experience,” by Frances K. Pohl, TS annotated, 8 leaves; “We Are Two Nations,” TS, 5 leaves; related correspondence [Whitney Museum], 7 leaves.

30.5  “The Shape a Story Takes” TS draft, heavily corrected, 21 leaves.

30.6  “The Strange Death of Liberal America” TS draft, heavily corrected, in folder, 76 leaves.

31.1  “The Thirties: Starting Out” [“My early reviews”] TS, 38 leaves.

31.2  “Time” in American Literature” TS draft corrected and notes, 31 leaves.

31.3  “Village” (“The City of Friends”) TS draft, heavily corrected, pp. 182-211.
31.4 “Wellfleet and the Great Beach” [“First Version”] TS corrected, 12 leaves; “Wellfleet and the Beach of the Intellectuals” TS corrected, 19 leaves, & 2 TS 10 leaves each, & TS 15 leaves; proof sheets, 6 leaves; related correspondence, 2 leaves.

31.5 “Whom Do I Write For” TS corrected and notes, 32 leaves.

31.6 “The Writer and the City” TS, heavily corrected, 31 leaves; notes, 1 leaf; “Writing is an Old-Fashioned Art’ . . . .” printed interview, 1 leaf.

31.7 “Writing Under the Gun: Them and Us” TS, 21 leaves.


32.4 Miscellaneous Essays: fragments, 2 leaves; folder “Drafts for Berg Collection.”

SUBSERIES 1.3: POETRY

33.1 Poems: TS & holograph (alphabetized), fragments & untitled, 64 leaves.

SUBSERIES 1.4: BOOK REVIEWS

34.1 Book Reviews A-K (by author reviewed). TS corrected & holograph, 109 leaves.

34.2 Book Reviews L-W (by author reviewed). TS corrected & holograph & reviews of multiple author works, 93 leaves.

34.3 Review of Abraham Lincoln (Library of America). TS draft corrected & final TS, 17 leaves.

SUBSERIES 1.5: LECTURES

35.1 Lectures (alphabetized by title), TS & holograph drafts corrected, 98 leaves.

35.2 Lecture announcements and programs (sorted by lecture title or place of lecture if untitled); printed materials.
SUBSERIES 1.6: NOTEBOOKS OF ALFRED KAZIN


36.2 ADAMS, Henry: “Religion as Culture: Henry Adams’s Mont St-Michel And Chartres” (1989) by Kazin, TS corrected; miscellaneous notes & printed matter, 72 leaves.

36.3 ADAMS, John Quincy: photocopy from The Adams Papers & envelope; miscellaneous material re: Adams Memorial; TS essays by Schnur & Shaw; 2 articles by A. Kazin: “Chill Over the Adamses” and “1776 and American Egotism,” 57 leaves.

37.1 “All Critics are Mortal”: TS & holograph notes; folder, 138 leaves.

37.2 AMERICAN Civil War & Grant: TS & holograph notes, 31 leaves.

38.1 AMERICAN [& Jewish] Culture / Pluralism: TS & holograph notes, 5 leaves.

38.2 AMERICAN Expansion: TS & holograph notes, 46 leaves.


40.2 AMERICAN Nature / Landscape: TS & holograph notes, 76 leaves.


41.2 AMERICAN Nature / “Romantic America”: TS & holograph notes, 61 leaves.


42.1 AMERICAN War [WW I] and War Novels: TS & holograph notes, 63 leaves.

42.2 AMERICAN West: TS & holograph notes, 70 leaves.

43.1 CALVINISM / PURITANISM: TS & holograph notes, 41 leaves.

43.2 DICKINSON, EMILY: TS & holograph notes, essay fragments, 116 leaves.

44.1 “DREISER NOTES”: TS & holograph notes, 111 leaves.

44.2 ELIOT, T. S.: TS & holograph notes, 79 leaves; page proofs, “The Happy Hour”; clippings.

44.3 EMERSON, R. W.: TS notes & heavily corrected essay, 43 leaves.

44.4 EMERSON, R. W.: TS “Journals” excerpts, 109 leaves.

45.1 EUROPEANS: TS notes, 16 leaves.
45.2 “EUROPEANS & GOD”/ “EUROPEANS” / European Writers: TS & holograph notes, 93 leaves.

45.3 “FASCISM”: TS notes, annotated, 17 leaves.


46.2 FROST, ROBERT: TS notes, 26 leaves.

46.3 HAWTHORNE, N.: TS & holograph notes, 81 leaves.

47.1 HEMINGWAY, E.: TS & holograph notes, 23 leaves.

47.2 JAMES, HENRY: TS draft essay fragments, related correspondence, notes, 85 leaves.

47.3 JAMES, HENRY: TS & holograph notes, 93 leaves.


48.2 JAMES, WILLIAM: TS & holograph notes, clippings, printed essays by others, related correspondence, 97 leaves.

49.1 JEFFERSON / PAINE: TS & holograph notes, 110 leaves.

49.2 JEWS: Notebook & pad with 6 pp. holograph notes, 6 leaves.

49.3 JEWS: TS essay fragments, notes, 74 leaves.

50.1 LANDSCAPE: TS notes, 29 leaves.

50.2 LINCOLN, A.: TS & holograph notes, 136 leaves.

50.3 LITERATURE: folder, “The Innocence of the (Literary) Academy” / “Literature is Not a Theory”; TS & holograph notes, 46 leaves.


51.2 MELVILLE, H.: TS & holograph notes, Pierre, Moby-Dick, Clarel, etc., 47 leaves.

51.3 MELVILLE, H.: TS & holograph notes, White Jacket, Billy Budd, Journals, etc., 78 leaves.

52.1 MELVILLE, H.: TS & holograph notes, Typee, Omoo, Clarel, Holy Land, etc., 66 leaves.

52.2 NEW YORK: TS & holograph notes, letters, 94 leaves; clippings.

52.3 POUND, EZRA: TS & holograph notes; TS essay corrected, “Homer to Mussolini,” 144 leaves.
53.1 POUND, EZRA: TS & holograph notes, 34 leaves.

53.2 SLAVERY: TS & holograph notes, 28 leaves.


54.1 WASHINGTON, D.C.: TS & holograph notes, 56 leaves; clippings.

54.2 WHITMAN—N.Y.: TS & holograph notes, 40 leaves.

54.3 WHITMAN, WALT: TS & holograph notes, 98 leaves.

55.1 MISCELLANEOUS Notes: “Feeling,” “Grace Paley . . . ,” holograph notes, 6 leaves.

55.2 MISCELLANEOUS Notes: Porter, the 1920s, WWI, Eliot and Pound, etc. TS & holograph notes, 109 leaves.

55.3 MISCELLANEOUS Notes: 19TH & 20TH century literature, TS & holograph notes, 91 leaves.

56.1 MISCELLANEOUS Notes: Hurston, Howe, Lincoln, TS & holograph notes, 2 leaves.


56.3 MISCELLANEOUS Notes: 3 small notebooks, holograph notes, 19 pages in all, 23 leaves.

SUBSERIES 1.7: NOTES


57.2 ADAMS, Henry: TS & holograph notes; TS review of Letters; clippings (2 articles by A. Kazin); page proofs; printed articles by others, 104 leaves.

57.3 ADAMS, John Quincey: TS essay (several copies & fragments), “The Failed President Whose Real Triumphs Should Be Known,” for Forgotten Heroes from America’s Past, with related correspondence & notes, 41 leaves.

58.1 “The American Comedy of Manners,” TS corrected, 18 leaves.

58.2 American Democracy and the Writer, TS & holograph notes, 25 leaves; many clippings.

58.3 American Democracy and the Writer, TS & holograph notes, 11 leaves; many clippings.

58.4 American Literature: The Novel, On Native Grounds, Fellowship application, etc. TS corrected, 41 leaves.
| 59.1 | ARENDT, HANNAH: TS & holograph notes; TS essays by A. Kazin & others; printed articles; clippings, 31 leaves. |
| 59.2 | ARENDT, HANNAH: TS & holograph notes, 16 leaves; printed articles by Arendt and others; clippings. |
| 60.1 | ART: TS notes, 26 leaves; printed articles; clippings. |
| 60.2 | ART & NYC: TS (Poetry of the City, anthology?), notes, 17 leaves; printed articles. |
| 60.3 | AUDEN, W. H.: TS & holograph notes, 13 leaves. |
| 61.1 | BABEL, ISAAC: TS & holograph notes, 4 leaves; printed articles, clippings. |
| 61.2 | BALZAC, H.: TS & holograph notes, 8 leaves. |
| 61.3 | BECKETT, S.: TS & holograph notes, 9 leaves; clippings. |
| 61.4 | BELL, DANIEL: clippings; letter; printed articles. |
| 61.5 | BELLOWS, SAUL: TS & holograph notes, 57 leaves; clippings; printed articles. |
| 61.6 | BERLIN, ISAIAH: TS & holograph notes, 3 leaves; clippings; printed articles. |
| 61.7 | BIBLE / HOLY LAND: TS & holograph notes, 9 leaves; TS essays by others; printed article. |
| 61.8 | BIERCE, A.: TS & holograph notes, essay fragments, 19 leaves. |
| 62.2 | “Bitch Goddess” folder: TS & holograph notes, 18 leaves; articles by others. |
| 62.3 | BLACKS & BLACK LITERATURE folder: TS & holograph notes, 26 leaves; TS & printed articles by others; related correspondence. |
| 62.5 | BLOOM, HAROLD: TS review, “The American Religion” by Bloom, TS notes, 22 leaves; TS & printed articles by others, including Bloom’s “The Western Canon.” |
| 63.1 | “BOOK REVUE”: TS, 95 leaves; printed articles. |
| 63.2 | BOURNE, Randolph: TS corrected, 26 leaves; folder. |
| 63.3 | BROOKLYN BRIDGE folder: brochures; TS, 1 leaf; in folder: The Brooklyn Museum, exhibition material & “The Builders” by David McCullough. |
| 63.4 | BROOKLYN BRIDGE / NY Harbor: “Brooklyn Bridge,” by A. Kazin, original from Harper's Bazaar (September 1945), paste-ups & printed copies, corrected. |
63.5 BROOKS, Charles E. [also Mumford, Parrington, Rourke]: TS & holograph notes, 38 leaves.

63.6 BROOKS, Van Wyck: TS & holograph notes, 27 leaves.


64.1 CAHAN, Abe: folder with TS notes, 7 leaves.

64.2 CAMUS, Albert: folder with TS & holograph notes, TS corrected draft of A. Kazin’s review of *Camus* by Patrick McCarthy, 28 leaves.

64.3 CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: TS notes, 5 leaves; clippings, brochure, newsletter, correspondence.

64.4 CAPOTE, Truman: TS notes, 4 leaves; annotated article; folder.

64.5 CARLYLE, Thomas: TS & holograph notes, 16 leaves.

64.6 CATHHER, Willa: TS & holograph notes, 31 leaves, in folder; page proofs, *Prairie Burial*.

64.7 “CATHOLICS-Europeans” folder: TS notes, 13 leaves.

64.8 CELINE, Louis-Ferdinand folder: TS notes, 14 leaves.

65.1 CENTRAL PARK: TS & holograph notes, 28 leaves.

65.2 CHAPMAN, J. J.: TS & holograph notes, 6 leaves, in folder.

65.3 CHEEVER, John: TS & holograph notes, 18 leaves, in folder; copy of *The New Yorker* (Cheever, “Journals”).

65.4 CHICAGO: TS & holograph notes, essays: “My Debt to Chicago or Chicago as a Literary Place” (several copies), 86 leaves, in folder.

65.5 CHICAGO folder: TS & holograph notes, essay drafts, 49 leaves.

66.1 CHRISTIANITY folder: TS & holograph notes, 36 leaves.

66.2 CIVIL WAR LETTERS folder: TS notes, 3 leaves; photocopied letters.

66.3 COCKBURN, Alexander folder: TS notes, 3 leaves; photocopied articles.

66.4 COLERIDGE, S. T. folder: TS & holograph notes, 6 leaves.

66.5 COLUMBUS folder: TS & holograph notes (on various subjects), 58 leaves.

66.6 CONTEMPORARIES 1981 folder: TS & holograph notes, essay drafts, 68 leaves.

67.1 COOPER, J. F. folder: TS & holograph notes, 8 leaves.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>CONRAD, J.</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 16 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>CRANE, Hart</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 8 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>CRANE, Stephen</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, essay drafts, 71 leaves; photocopied articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>CRANE, Stephen</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 17 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>CRITICISM (2)</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, essay drafts, 110 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>CRITICISM</td>
<td>TS essay drafts &amp; notes, 104 leaves; printed essays by others; photocopied review by M. Lind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>CUMMINGS, EE</td>
<td>holograph notes, 11 leaves; printout of Kazin review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>DARWIN, Charles</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 6 leaves; photocopied articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>DE MANN, Paul</td>
<td>clippings, articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>DERRIDA, Jacques</td>
<td>TS notes, 4 leaves; article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>DICKENS, Charles</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 21 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>DOS PASSOS, John</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, essay drafts, 38 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>DOSTOEVSKY, F.</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 39 leaves; clipping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>DREISER, T. (2)</td>
<td>notes, 1 leaf; articles, photocopies, correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>DRINK [and the American Writer]</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 27 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>DUGZITZ [Dokshitz, etc.], Poland</td>
<td>printed material &amp; related correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
<td>“Education &amp; Reading &amp; Language—Libraries”: notes, 1 leaf; photocopied articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>EIGHTIES / Reagan</td>
<td>TS notes, 9 leaves; misc. photocopied articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>EINSTEIN, Albert</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 6 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>ELIOT, T. S.</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 52 leaves; printed articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>ELLISON, Ralph W.</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 21 leaves; printed articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>EMERSON, Ralph W.</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, essay drafts, 86 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>EMERSON, Ralph W.</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 90 leaves; clippings; photocopied articles; galleys (Ferguson/Carr).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>“ENGLAND ‘45”</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph notes, 53 leaves; clippings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
71.4  “EUROPE”: TS draft, heavily corrected, 24 leaves.
71.5  EXILED WRITERS folder: TS & holograph notes, 17 leaves; TS essay by S. Draenos, 19 leaves.
72.1  FAULKNER, William folder, “Faulkner Pamphlets”: TS notes, 1 leaf; TS essay by Pinsker; photocopied articles & offprints.
72.2  “FEELINGS” folder: TS & holograph notes on various subjects, 19 leaves; printed articles by others; essay-review by A. Kazin on Blake; correspondence.
72.3  FINDLEY, Sir Moses folder: TS notes, 2 leaves; photocopied articles.
72.4  FITZGERALD, F. Scott: TS & holograph notes, 32 leaves.
72.6  FORSTER, E. M. folder: “Introduction to E. M. Forster’s Howard’s End” TS corrected; TS & holograph notes; “Art for Art’s Sake,” TS “uncorrected draft,” 43 leaves.
72.7  FREUD, S. folder: TS & holograph notes, essay drafts, 58 leaves; photocopied articles.
72.8  FROST, Robert: TS & holograph notes, essay drafts, 43 leaves; photocopied articles including book review by Amy Lowell.
72.9  FRY, Varian: TS notes, 4 leaves; photocopied articles; correspondence.
73.1  GALBRAITH, J. folder “Galbraith & the Affluent Consumer Society”: TS notes, 4 leaves.
73.2  “GERMANS” folder: TS & holograph notes, 27 leaves; photocopied articles.
73.3  GIBBON, Edward folder: TS “The Literary Criticism of Edward Gibbon” by A. Kazin (M.A. Columbia U); misc.TS on Gibbon with holograph notes on verso; TS notes, 139 leaves; articles by others.
73.4  “GOETHE” folder: holograph notes, 4 leaves.
73.5  GOLDMAN, EMMA folder: TS notes, 1 leaf; photocopied testimony from trial, etc.
73.6  GOULD, Glen folder: TS note, 1 leaf; article by S. Schwartz.
73.7  GREENE, Graham folder: TS & holograph notes, 15 leaves.
73.8  GREENWICH VILLAGE: TS notes, TS essay draft, 43 leaves.
74.1  “HARDY AND HOPKINS” folder: TS essay corrected, TS & holograph notes, 19 leaves.
74.3 HEINE, H. folder: TS essay draft, “Heine—One of Us?”; related correspondence; TS & holograph notes, 16 leaves; printed articles; TS poems by Heine.

74.4 “HELL” folder: materials re: Holocaust and Jews, including miscellaneous TS notes, 8 leaves; correspondence; printed matter; clippings; page proofs; TS essays by others.

75.1 HEMINGWAY, E. folder: TS & holograph notes, 18 leaves; printed articles.

75.2 HEMINGWAY, E. folder: TS & holograph notes, 16 leaves; printed articles; photocopies; TS essay (Solomon).

75.3 HERBST, Josephine folder: TS letters, JH to A. Kazin, 10 leaves; holograph notes, 1 leaf; TS correspondence by others; printed articles.

75.4 HOFSTADTER, R. folder “Hofstadter Oral History”: TS & holograph notes, 3 leaves; clipping.

75.5 HOLMES “Father and Son” folder: TS & holograph notes, 4 leaves; photocopied article.

76.1 HOLOCAUST folders, “Holocaust” & “Nazi Influence: Fascination of Evil”: TS & holograph notes, 40 leaves; TS essays by others; photocopied articles; correspondence.

76.2 “HOLOCAUST Nov. 1” folder: TS & holograph notes, TS essay by Kazin, “Living with the Holocaust,” 34 leaves; TS & photocopied essays & articles by others; clippings.

76.3 HOMOSEXUALITY folder: holograph notes, 1 leaf; photocopied articles.

76.4 HOWE, Irving folder: TS essays corrected, letters to editors, holograph notes, 11 leaves.

76.5 HOWELLS, W. D. folder: TS & holograph notes, TS drafts corrected, “Howells and the Novel of Manners,” “Howells the Bostonian,” 89 leaves; TS essays by others.

77.1 INDIANS folder: TS notes, 3 leaves; map; printed articles.

77.2 INSCRIPTIONS folder: 2 yellow pads with holograph notes, “Jews” & “The Magic People”; TS & holograph notes, 53 leaves; photocopied articles, brochure, etc.


77.4 ISRAEL folder: correspondence, photocopied & TS articles, clippings.

77.5 “ISRAEL (Lebanon 1982)-1998” folder: TS & holograph notes, 8 leaves; correspondence; photocopied articles; clippings.

77.6 “ISRAELI WRITERS” folder: TS notes, 7 leaves; article.

77.7 “ITALY (Politics & Lit)” folder: TS notes, 7 leaves; clipping, etc.

78.1 JAMES, Henry (2) folders: TS & holograph notes, TS essay drafts, 116 leaves; photocopied articles by A. Kazin and others.
78.2 JAPAN folder: program & roster for “Sapporo Cool Seminar in American Studies” (August 22-27, 1983, Hokkaido Univ.), with related correspondence, notes (3 leaves), etc.; 2 journals; TS essay by R. B. High; travel brochures.

78.3 JEFFERSON, Thomas folder: TS notes, 8 leaves; TS & printed essays by others; clippings.

79.1 JEWES folder: TS & holograph notes, essay drafts, 95 leaves; articles; clippings.

79.2 JEWES folder, “Jews,” “Immigrant / Abraham,” “Sacrifice”: TS notes, essay drafts, 62 leaves; TS book reviews; correspondence, articles.


79.4 JEWES / Minorities / NYC – America: photocopied articles.

79.5 JOHNSON, Samuel [and Boswell]: TS & holograph notes, 4 leaves.

79.6 “JOURNAL Material” folder: TS notes, 17 leaves; photocopied articles; clippings.


79.8 JOYCE, James folder: TS & holograph notes, 20 leaves; clipping.

80.1 KAFKA, Franz folder: TS & holograph notes, 27 leaves; photocopied articles.

80.2 KAZIN, Kate and Michael Kazin folder: correspondence; photocopied articles; TS poems, job descriptions, Vita, etc.

80.3 KEATS, John folder: TS draft of (untitled) essay, TS notes, 32 leaves.

80.4 KEMPTON, Murray folder: TS notes & TS essay, “On Missing Murray Kempton” (several copies), 46 leaves; photocopied articles.

80.5 KRISTOL, Irving; Sidney Hook; Marx: TS & holograph notes, 6 leaves; photocopied articles.

81.1 LAWRENCE, D. H. folder: TS & holograph notes, 37 leaves; clipping.

81.2 LEVI, Primo folder: TS & holograph notes, 8 leaves; correspondence from Saul Steinberg; clippings.


81.5 LINCOLN, Abraham: TS book review, heavily corrected, “Abraham Lincoln: *Speeches and Writings*,” 12 leaves; TS notes, 3 leaves; TS essays by others; clippings.
82.1  **“LITERARY CHRONOLOGY”** folder: TS notes, 16 leaves; TS Vita of various writers & artists.

82.2  **LITERARY CRITICISM**: TS carbon drafts of lectures, heavily corrected: “The World as a Novel,” “The Heroine as Narrator,” “Comedy as Contemporary Style,” 59 leaves.

82.3  **“LITERARY NY”** folder: TS & holograph notes, TS lectures: “Ours is a Visual Period,” “The Art City Our Fathers Built,” 138 leaves.

82.4  **“LOWELL, Robert / Ashberry / Berryman”** folder: TS draft book review, *Robert Lowell: A Biography*, TS & holograph notes, 29 leaves; TS poems by Ashberry; photocopied articles; clippings.

82.5  **“LOWELL / Lurie / Lewis (O?)”** folder: TS & holograph notes, 4 leaves.

83.1  **MCCARTHY, Mary & Carson MCCULLERS** folder: TS notes, 1 leaf; photocopied articles, clippings.

83.2  **MCARTHYSIM & Anti-Communism** folder: TS & holograph notes, 18 leaves; photocopied articles; clippings.

83.3  **“MAGAZINES”** folder: TS essay draft, “Why I Hate Magazines,” 7 leaves; TS article.


84.1  **MALAMUD, Bernard** folder: TS & holograph notes on Malamud, Bellow, etc.; TS book review, 71 leaves; photocopied articles.

84.2  **MANN, Thomas** folder: TS & holograph notes, 18 leaves; photocopied articles; proof sheets.

84.3  **MASSEY lectures** folder: “Massey Preface”; TS & holograph notes, 93 leaves; printed materials.

84.4  **MATTHIESSEN, F. O.** folder: printed material, holograph notes on verso 1 leaf; 1 leafetter.

85.1  **MELVILLE, Herman**, folder “Pursuing Melville”: TS notes, 5 leaves; clippings; photocopies; TS materials by others.

85.2  **MELVILLE, Herman**: TS essay drafts (*White Jacket, Israel Potter*); TS & holograph notes, 59 leaves.

85.3  **MELVILLE, Herman** folder: “Melville in New York”: TS essay draft, heavily corrected, & notes, 42 leaves.

85.4  **MENCKEN, H. L.** folder: TS notes, 52 leaves; correspondence; photocopies; printed articles by others.

86.2 MILLER, Perry folder: TS essay draft, review of *The Life of the Mind in America*, 7 leaves.

86.3 MILOSZ, Czeslaw folder: TS notes, 4 leaves; photocopied articles.

86.4 MILTON, John folder: TS & holograph notes, 39 leaves.

86.5 MUMFORD, Lewis folder: TS & holograph notes, 17 leaves; photocopies; article.

86.6 “MY First Reviews and Literary Thought” folder: TS & holograph notes, 45 leaves.

87.1 NABOKOV, V. folder: TS & holograph notes, TS essay draft, 28 leaves; photocopied articles.

87.2 NAIPAUL, V. S. folder: TS & holograph notes, 5 leaves; photocopies.

87.3 NATURE folder: brochures, photocopied articles, clippings.

87.4 NEW YORK CITY: TS notes, draft essay, 66 leaves.

87.5 NEWMAN, John Henry, folder “Newman [+ Converts]”: TS notes, 4 leaves.

87.6 “NINETIES” folder: TS notes, 3 leaves; articles.

87.7 NOTRE DAME folder: course descriptions, letter.

87.8 OATES, Joyce Carol folder: TS & holograph notes, 4 leaves; photocopied article.

87.9 O’CONNER, Flannery folder: TS notes, 8 leaves; photocopied articles.

87.10 O. HENRY folder: TS notes, 4 leaves.

88.1 “OPERA & VERSE DRAMA” folder: TS notes, 2 leaves; photocopy.


88.3 ORWELL, George: clippings, photocopies, letters; printed articles & reviews by others; Library of Congress Conference program, letters, etc.

88.4 PAINE, Thomas folder: TS & holograph notes, 2 leaves; photocopied article.

88.5 PASCAL, Blaise folder: TS & holograph notes, 10 leaves.

88.6 PERCY, Walker folder: TS & holograph notes, 5 leaves; printed articles by Percy and others; photocopies; letters.

88.7 PHOTOGRAPHY [Walker Evans] folder: TS notes, 11 leaves; clippings; photocopies.

88.8 PLATO folder: TS & holograph notes, 17 leaves.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>POUND, Ezra folder: articles (TS &amp; printed) by A. Kazin &amp; others; correspondence; page proofs; TS introduction (to book) by R. Casillo; TS notes, 1 leaf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>POUND, Ezra folders: articles, conference papers by A. Kazin &amp; others; TS &amp; holograph notes &amp; essay drafts, 60 leaves; related correspondence; clippings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>POE, E. A. folder: TS notes, 2 leaves; printed materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>POETRY folder: TS &amp; holograph notes, 26 leaves; TS poems; photocopied article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>PORTER, Cole folder: TS &amp; holograph notes, 12 leaves; printed article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>PROUST, Marcel folder: TS &amp; holograph notes, 18 leaves; printed article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>PYNCHON, Thomas folder: TS &amp; holograph notes, 5 leaves; photocopied articles; TS essays by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>RELIGION folders, “God,” “Jesus”: TS notes, 11 leaves; clippings, photocopies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>RELIGION [USA] folder, “American Religionism (My Last Chapter)”: articles; clippings; printed materials; photocopied articles; page proofs; TS notes, 2 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>RELIGION [USA]: TS &amp; holograph notes, 38 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>RELIGION / Politics USA folder, “In God’s Country”: photocopies; printed materials; clippings; TS notes, 14 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>RELIGION: TS &amp; holograph notes re: religion, God, other writers, etc., 48 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>RELIGION [American]: printed materials; TS notes, 2 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>“THE RICH (includes Business &amp; Big Business)” folder: TS notes, 5 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>RILKE, R. M. folder: TS notes, 4 leaves; printed &amp; photocopied articles by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>ROOSEVELT, F. D. folder: essay, “The Prince—American Style” 2 TS drafts corrected, &amp; notes, 19 leaves; related clippings; printed material; TS essays by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>ROOSEVELT, Theodore folder: TS &amp; holograph notes, 18 leaves; brochure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>ROTH, Philip folder: essays, “Look Back in Aggravation” TS &amp; TS copy corrected; “Jew” versus ‘Jewish,’ or Philip Roth at Sixty” TS; TS &amp; holograph notes, 48 leaves; clippings; photocopied articles; related correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>ROUSSEAU, J. folder: TS notes, 2 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>RUSSIA folder: TS &amp; holograph notes, 24 leaves; clippings, photocopies, periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
93.4 “RUSSIA, Poland, Pale” folder: TS & holograph notes, 14 leaves; postcards, clippings.

94.1 SALINGER, J. D. folder: holograph notes, 3 leaves; photocopied article.

94.2 SALTUS, Carol folder: poems (by C. S.); 3 leavesetters; photos.

94.3 SANTAYANA, George folder: TS & holograph notes, 36 leaves; photocopied article.

94.4 SARTRE, J. P. folder: Kazin review of War Diaries November 1939—March 1940, TS corrected & notes, 30 leaves; photocopied articles.

94.5 SCHAPIRO, Meyer folder: essays & articles by others (photocopies).

94.6 SCHORER, Mark folder: Memorial tribute, “Mark Schorer” TS, 14 leaves; printed materials, photocopied article.

94.7 SCIENCE WRITING folder, “Science Writing / Science Fiction”: TS & holograph notes, 14 leaves; photocopied article.

94.8 SHAW, G. B.: essays, “Introduction to Volume 1, Shaw in the Nineteenth Century,” “Introduction to Volume 2, Shaw in the Early Twentieth Century” TS corrected (several copies) & notes, 96 leaves, 3 cards.

95.1 SHAKESPEARE, W. folder: TS & holograph notes, 27 leaves; photocopied article.

95.2 SILONE, I. folder: TS & holograph notes, 5 leaves; photocopied article.

95.3 SINGER, I. B. folder: essay-review of Shadows on the Hudson by IBS, 2 TS copies & notes, 55 leaves; page proofs; related letters, printed matter; photocopied articles.


95.5 SOLHENITSYN, A. (2) folders: TS essay, “Writing Under the Gun”; printed articles, “Somewhere in Russia,” “A Few Speak for Freedom”; TS & holograph notes, 52 leaves; correspondence; clippings; photocopied articles.

96.1 SOUTHWEST folder: brochures, postcards; TS & holograph notes, 19 leaves.


96.4 SPINOZA, B. folder: TS notes, 5 leaves.

96.5 STEEGMULLER, F. folder: TS notes, 3 leaves; photocopied article.

96.7 STEINER, George folder: TS notes, 3 leaves.

97.1 STENDHAL folder: TS essay drafts, “Stendhal, Italy and Opera,” “The Opera House of Parma,” “Stendhal, Rome and the Eternal Feminine,” and others, with notes, 72 leaves.

97.2 STENDHAL folder: TS & holograph notes, 134 leaves.

97.3 STEVENS, Thaddeus folder: TS notes, 1 leaf.

97.4 STEVENS, Wallace folder: TS & holograph notes, 19 leaves.

97.5 STONE, Robert folder: TS & holograph notes, 7 leaves; photocopied article.

97.6 STRINDBERG, A. folder: TS notes, 1 leaf; photocopied article.

98.1 TAIWAN folder: holograph notes, 1 leaf; photocopied article.

98.2 TEACHING ABROAD folder: TS essay, “Carrying the Word Abroad,” TS & holograph notes, 29 leaves.

98.3 TENNYSON, A. folder: TS notes, 5 leaves.

98.4 THIRTIES [1930s] (2) folders: TS essay drafts, “James M. Cain,” untitled re: 1930s and Carl Resek book, TS & holograph notes, 134 leaves; related correspondence; clippings, photocopied articles.

98.5 THOREAU folder: TS essay (copy), “Chapter III: Thoreau: A Lover and His Guilty Land” (for *An American Procession*), essay fragments & notes, 57 leaves; clipping, photocopy.

98.6 TIMMERMAN, Jacob: photocopied articles.

98.7 TOCQUEVILLE, A. folder: TS & holograph notes, 10 leaves; photocopied article.

98.8 TOLSTOY folder: TS & holograph notes, 44 leaves; related correspondence; clippings.

99.1 TWAIN, Mark folder, “Mark Twain—Bible”: TS & holograph notes, 76 leaves; photocopied articles; clippings.

99.2 UPDIKE, John, (2) folders: TS & holograph notes, correspondence, 37 leaves; photocopies of articles and of lecture by C.D. Warner.


99.4 “The U. S. CONDITION / Forbes” folder: TS & holograph essays, journal entries, notes, 102 leaves; correspondence; clippings.

99.5 UTOPIAS: TS & holograph notes, 8 leaves.
99.6 VIDAL, Gore folder: TS & holograph notes, 31 leaves; clippings; photocopies; letters.

100.1 WAR folder: essays, “Opening Ceremony August 23, 1983,” TS draft; “War and American Society: The Literary Perspective,” 2 TS drafts & final version; notes, 100 leaves; clippings; writings by others.

100.2 WARREN, R. P. folder, “Robert Penn Warren and the South”: TS & holograph notes, 23 leaves.

100.3 WASHINGTON, D. C. folder: photocopied articles; clippings; brochures.

100.4 WASHINGTON, D. C. folder, “Washington / Air of Power: Intellectual as Public Figure”: essay drafts, TS & holograph notes, 69 leaves.

100.5 WEILL, Simone: 3 copies of Politics magazine (1945-46); photocopies; printed articles; clippings; TS in French; TS & holograph notes, 20 leaves.


101.2 WEST, Rebecca: TS copy of RW “Selected Letters”; related correspondence.

101.3 WEST, Nathaniel folder, “West Hollywood”: TS notes, 9 leaves; copy of introduction to The Day of the Locust; photocopies of articles by others; correspondence.

101.4 WHARTON, Edith folder: TS & holograph notes, 38 leaves; printed “Afterword” [to Ethan Frome].

101.5 WHITMAN, Walt folder: TS & holograph notes & essay drafts, 79 leaves; printed article, “Democracy According to Whitman”; photocopied articles; correspondence.


102.3 WOOLF, Virginia folder: TS & holograph notes, 19 leaves; photocopied essay, “Women Are Not All Alike . . . .”

102.4 WORDSWORTH, William folder: TS & holograph notes, 15 leaves.

102.5 WRIGHT, Richard folder: TS & holograph notes, 25 leaves; photocopied book review.
103.1 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES folder, “Commonplace Book”: TS & holograph notes on Woody Allen, Matthew Arnold, Ambrose Bierce, John Brown, Butler, Chekhov, etc. 71 leaves, 6 cards.

103.2 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES: TS & holograph notes on Democracy, Disraeli, Draper, Frazier, Gissing, Gorky, Hartley, Hegel, Jung, Kierkegaard, Kipling, 27 leaves.

103.3 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES: TS & holograph notes, clippings, photocopies: Leavis, Literature Sue Miller, Nineteenth-century (USA), O’Casey, Page, Rich, Schlesinger, Sontag, Spanish-American War, Sperber, Styron, 42 leaves.

103.4 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES: TS & holograph notes: Suicides, Sullivan, Taylor, Trollope, Whitehead, Wilde, Williams, Wilson, Woodward, Wright, Yeats, 22 leaves; 3 folders; correspondence.

103.5 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, unidentified: TS & holograph notes, fragments, 20 leaves & 3 cards.

SUBSERIES 1.8: JOURNALS


104.2 JOURNALS: “1940s” TS & holograph photocopies, 53 leaves.

104.3 JOURNALS: 1944, 1945, 1946 TS & holograph photocopies, 57 leaves.

104.4 JOURNAL folder: 1947 Italy TS & holograph photocopies, 32 leaves.


105.1 JOURNAL: 1950 TS & holograph photocopies, 32 leaves.

105.2 JOURNAL: 1951 TS & holograph photocopies, 53 leaves.

105.3 JOURNAL: 1952 TS & holograph photocopies, 124 leaves.

105.4 JOURNAL: 1954 TS & holograph photocopies, 38 leaves.

106.1 JOURNALS: 1955-1957 TS & holograph photocopies, 5 leaves.

106.2 JOURNAL: 1956 TS & holograph photocopies, 111 leaves.

106.3 JOURNAL: 1957 TS & holograph photocopies, 84 leaves.


108.1 JOURNAL folder: 1955 TS & holograph photocopies, 81 leaves.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Format/Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>JOURNAL: 1978 TS &amp; holograph photocopies</td>
<td>75 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL notebook: 1979 “copy” TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>60 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>JOURNAL folder: 1979 TS &amp; holograph photocopies</td>
<td>112 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>JOURNAL bound “copy”: 1979 TS &amp; holograph photocopies</td>
<td>112 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL folder: 1980 TS &amp; holograph photocopies</td>
<td>83 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>JOURNAL notebook “copy”: 1980 TS &amp; holograph photocopies</td>
<td>83 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112.3</td>
<td>JOURNAL folder: 1980 TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>45 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL bound “copy”: 1983 TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>81 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL spiral bound “copy”: 1986 TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>107 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL: folder “duplicate copy” 1988 TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>120 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.2</td>
<td>JOURNAL: bound “copy” 1988 TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>120 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL spiral bound: TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>76 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL spiral bound “copy”: TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>140 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.2</td>
<td>“JOURNAL INDEX 80s-90s” loose leaf: 78 leaves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.1</td>
<td>JOURNAL loose leaf: 1993 TS &amp; holograph</td>
<td>31 leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subseries</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127.1</td>
<td>Journal spiral bound: 1997 TS &amp; holograph, 121 leaves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>Journal spiral bound: 1997 TS, 121 leaves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subseries 1.9: Datebooks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subseries 1.10: Address Books</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.1</td>
<td>1 blue bound book, 5”x 61/2”; 1 orange loose leaf book, 7”x 10”; 1 black loose leaf book, 4”x 6”; 1 red spiral notebook (contents, 1 shopping list).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.2</td>
<td>TS &amp; holograph lists of addresses; miscellaneous correspondence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subseries 1.11: Interviews</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.1</td>
<td>“The Imagination of Power,” The Rising Generation, April 1 1979, pp. 8-12; journal, Composition and Teaching (no work by Kazin).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.2</td>
<td>“An Interview with Alfred Kazin,” by Janis Forman (printed), n.d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.3</td>
<td>Kazin interviews, 2/27/91 &amp; 3/13/91, TS tape transcripts, 131 leaves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series 2: Correspondence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subseries 2.1: Incoming Correspondence, to A. Kazin from Judith Dunford</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.1</td>
<td>8/22/77-9/30/77, 93 leaves, 1 postcard.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>10/6/77-12/23/77, 53 leaves, 1 card, 1 postcard.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.1</td>
<td>1/3/78-1/31/78, 18 leaves, 3 cards, 1 postcard.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.2</td>
<td>2/1/78-3/31/78, 59 leaves, 4 cards, 1 postcard.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.1</td>
<td>4/3/78-4/6/78, 8 leaves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.2</td>
<td>5/2/78-5/29/78, 42 leaves, 1 card, 3 postcards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
134.3  6/12/78-6/27/78, 51 leaves, 3 postcards.

134.4  7/17/78-8/31/78, 9 leaves.

134.5  9/1/78-10/31/78, 17 leaves, 1 card.

134.6  11/15/78-12/11/78, 18 leaves, 2 cards.

135.1  1/18/79-1/31/79, 18 leaves, 1 card.


136.1  8/82, 6/83, 7/83, 10/84, 4 leaves, 1 card, 8 postcards.

136.2  Undated letters & notes, 24 leaves, 1 card, 1 postcard.

136.3  Undated Poems, 7 leaves.

**SUBSERIES 2.2: INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE to ALFRED KAZIN**

137.1  Daniel AARON: 1/12/78; 12/6/83; 7/17/84; 8/7/87; 7/15/89; 8/8/89; 12/5/89 & 1 copy: 1 leaf each.

137.2  Louis AUCHINCLOSS: 3/24/87, 1 leaf; 10/31/88, 1 leaf.

137.3  Houston BAKER: 3/19/78, 2 leaves.

137.4  Russell BAKER: 4/25/96. 1 leaf.

137.5  Jacques BARZUN: 8/12/89, 1 leaf; 9/20/89, 1 leaf.

137.6  Daniel BELL: 12/4/80, 1 leaf; 2/26/81, 1 leaf; 3/14/81, 2 leaves; 3/24/81, 3 leaves; 5/8/89, 2 leaves; 3/2/94, 1 leaf; 6/16/95, 1 leaf; 8/17/95, 1 leaf; 12/16/96, 1 leaf.

137.7  Pearl Kazin BELL: 4/14/80, 1 leaf; 5/16/80, 1 leaf; 7/22/80, 1 leaf; 5/13/87, 1 leaf; 12/14/?, 1 leaf & copy; clippings.

137.8  Eric BENTLEY: 11/21/81; 3/12/83; 5/27/84; 8/31/84 (3 leaves); 9/18/84; 4/24/85; 9/6/85; 10/31/89, 1 leaf each; postcard, 11/25/?.

137.9  Sacvan BERCOWITCH: 10/2/78, 3 leaves; 12/12/78, 1 leaf; 4/20/79, 3 leaves; 3/16/82, 2 leaves; 12/4/83, 2 leaves; 6/3/84, 1 leaf; undated, 2 leaves.

137.10  Paul BERMAN: 12/9/96, 1 leaf.

137.11  Anatole BROYARD: 4/1/88, 2 leaves; 2 undated, 2 leaves.

138.1 Ann BIRSTEIN:
1950: October 24, 1 leaf; 31, 1 leaf. December 17, 2 leaves; 18, 1 leaf; 19, 2 leaves; 20, 1 leaf; 21, 1 leaf.
1951: January 3, 2 leaves; July 14, 1 leaf; 15, 1 leaf; 16, 1 leaf; 18, 1 leaf; 20, 2 leaves; 26, 2 leaves; 29, 2 leaves; 31, 2 leaves. September 2, 2 leaves; 15, 2 leaves; 18, 2 leaves; 20, 2 leaves; 22, 2 leaves; 26, 3 leaves; 27, 2 leaves; 28, 2 leaves. October 1, 1 leaf; 4, 2 leaves; 8, 2 leaves; 12, 2 leaves; 13, 2 leaves; 17, 4 l; 20, 2 leaves; 21 2 leaves; 27, 1 leaf; 29, 2 leaves. November 9, 2 leaves; 10, 2 leaves; 16, 2 leaves; 18, 2 leaves; 31, 2 leaves. December 3, 2 leaves; 8, 2 leaves; 20, 2 leaves; 21, 2 leaves; 24, 2 leaves; 25, 2 leaves; 29, 2 leaves; 31, 2 leaves. Telegrams: 1951—2/14, 10/21, 12/31, 1 leaf each.

138.2 Ann BIRSTEIN:
1952: January 6, 1 leaf; 7, 3 leaves; 12, 2 leaves; 14, 2 leaves; 17, 2 leaves; 20, 2 leaves; 28, 2 leaves. February 1, 2 leaves; 9, 1 leaf; May 2, 2 leaves; 3, 1 leaf; 4, 1 leaf; 6, 1 leaf; 11, 1 leaf; 12, 1 leaf; 13, 2 leaves; 16, 1 leaf; 17, 1 leaf; 18, 1 leaf; 18, 1 leaf; 21, 1 leaf; telegram: 2/14/52.
1956: August 29, 2 leaves; Sept. 1, 2 leaves.
1957: Feb. 14, card; August 6, 1 leaf.
1958: January 28, 1 leaf; 19, 1 leaf. February 3, 1 leaf; 4, 1 leaf; 10, 1 leaf; 11 postcard; 16, 1 leaf; 19, 1 leaf. March 3, 1 leaf; 10, 1 leaf. April 9 postcard; 15, 1 leaf; 28, 1 leaf. May 28, 1 leaf; greeting card, n.d.

138.3 Ann BIRSTEIN:
1959: 8/3, 1 leaf; 8/10, 1 leaf; 12/4, 1 leaf; 12/?, 1 leaf.
1961: 6/3 card; 6/5 card; 6/5 note.
1969: 12/1 note on envelope.
1980: 2/23, 1 leaf; 9/22, 1 leaf; 10/27, 1 leaf.
1984: 10/30 card.

138.4 Ann BIRSTEIN: Undated & fragments: letters, 17 l; 3 postcards; 13 greeting cards; 6 cables & telegrams; 18 envelopes.

139.1 Henri CARTER-BRESSON: 5/21/80, 1 leaf; 9/15/81, 1 leaf; 5/16/89, postcard; 6/13/89, 1 leaf.

139.2 Henri CARTER-BRESSON: 5/21/80, 1 leaf; 9/15/81, 1 leaf; 5/16/89, postcard; 6/13/89, 1 leaf.

139.3 Noam CHOMSKY: 6/1/88, 1 leaf.

139.4 Henry Steele COMMAGER: 7/31/83, 1 leaf; 8/31/83, 1 leaf; 4/30/84, 1 leaf; 6/21/84, 1 leaf; 9/5/84, 1 leaf; 3/8/86, 1 leaf; 4/13/86, 1 leaf; 4/23/86, 1 leaf; 9/24/87, 1 leaf; 10/8/87, 1 leaf.

139.5 Richard COOK: 1/21/86, 2 leaves; 2/7/86, 1 leaf; 1989: 3/28 [G. Hutner to R. Cook with 2 TS] 1 leaf; 4/25, 1 leaf; 6/26, 1 leaf; 11/30, 1 leaf; 12/13, 1 leaf; 1/2/90, 2 leaves; 3/20?/90, 1 leaf; 6/20, 1 leaf; 2/13/97, 2 leaves.
139.6 Hope DAVIS:
1981: 2/9, 2 leaves; 7/30, 1 leaf; 8/11, 1 leaf; 9/23, 1 leaf.
1982: 1/1, 1 leaf; 6/?, 1 leaf; 9/13, 1 leaf, with TS Davis Vita, 8 pp., essay fragments & printed essays.
1983: 2/5, 1 leaf; 4/16, 1 leaf; 5/20, 2 leaves; 11/6, 2 leaves with TS article of 26 l & 2 pp. printed article.
1994: 5/20, 1 leaf with 1 p. printed review; 9/19, 2 leaves.
1995: 1/7, 1 leaf; 2/3, 2 leaves with 1 p. printed article.
1998: 1/10, 2 leaves.

139.7 Morris DICKSTEIN: 5/10/84, 1 leaf; 7/20/87 postcard; 7/31/87, 1 leaf with 5pp. photocopied article.

139.8 Denis DONOGHUE: 4/14/88, 1 leaf; 12/20/89, 1 leaf.

139.9 Theodore DRAPER: 1/16/87, 1 leaf; 12/26/89, 1 leaf.

139.10 Francine DU PLESSIX GRAY: 3/15/94, 1 leaf; 3 cards undated.

139.11 Leon EDEL: 12/31/93, 1 leaf.

139.12 Richard ELMAN: 4/3/83, 1 leaf & photocopy; 5/22/84, 1 leaf.

139.13 Louise ERDRICH [& Michael Dorris]: 10/15/85, 1 leaf; 9/21/86, 1 leaf.

139.14 Paul FUSSELL: 10/13/81, 1 leaf.

140.1 Richard FORD: 8/10/90, 1 leaf; 4/1/93, 2 leaves; 3/7/94, 2 leaves; 3/17/94, 1 leaf; 7/26/94, 1 leaf; 1/3/96, 1 leaf; 1/29/98, 1 leaf; 2/16/98, 1 leaf.

140.2 John Kenneth GALBRAITH: 6/18/90, 1 leaf.

140.3 Peter GAY: 3/6/94, 2 leaves.

140.4 Robert GIROUX: 5/18/79, 1 leaf; 6/12/84, 1 leaf; 7/31/84, 1 leaf; 7/16/86, 1 leaf; 11/22/88, card.

140.5 Robert GOTTLIEB: 7/9/83, 1 leaf; 1/31/83, 1 leaf; 7/30/84, 1 leaf; 10/24/84, 1 leaf; 1/23/87, 1 leaf; 3/29/88, 1 leaf; 3/22/?, 1 leaf & printed review.

140.6 Shirley HAZZARD: 8/10/82, card; 8/24/82, card; 6/26/83, 1 leaf.

140.7 Robert HEILBRONER: 10/30/87, 1 leaf; 3/13/92, 1 leaf; 3/17/93, 1 leaf; 6/18/93, 1 leaf; 6/?/93, postcard; 3/7/94, 1 leaf; 5/9/96, 1 leaf.

140.8 Erich HELLER: 3/7/80; 3/21/80; 10/4/80; 10/24/82; 12/30/84; 1/27/85; 3/24/86; 4/12/86, 1 leaf each.

140.9 Edward (Ted) HOAGLAND: 7/7/86, 1 leaf; 4/12/87, 1 leaf; 11/26/90, 1 leaf; 12/8/90, 1 leaf with 2 pp. printout; 5/20/93, 1 leaf; 2/15/94, 1 leaf; 10/3/94, 1 leaf with 1 p. printout; 8/15/96, 1 leaf; 12/?/96 postcard; 10/22/? 2 leaves; 2 extra envelopes.
140.10 Cathrael (Kate) KAZIN: 7/13/93 postcard; 6/28/94 postcard; 8/1/95, 1 leaf; 4/?/96, 1 leaf; 7/3/96, 2 leaves; 4/29/96 postcard; 1/4/97, 1 leaf; 5/7/97 postcard; 9/5/97 email; 12/2/97 email; 3/23/98 email; 3/25/98 email; 4/14/98 email. Greeting cards: 2/13/61; 6/5/93; 5 undated; 4 undated postcards; 3 envelopes; photocopies (library holdings), 2 leaves undated.

140.11 Michael KAZIN: 3/29/85 postcard; 7/5/90, 1 leaf; 9/16/93, 1 leaf; 3/7/94, 1 leaf; 3/21/94, 1 leaf with photocopies of article; 9/27/94, 1 leaf with 2 photocopies & 1 clipping; 11/21/94, 1 leaf with 1 photocopy; 9/22/95, 2 pp. photocopy. Exchange of letters MK & A. Kazin, 1996: 1/14 MK to AK, FAX 2 leaves; 1/15 AK to MK, TS 2 leaves; 1/21 MK to AK, FAX 2 leaves with article 3 leaves; 2/1 AK to MK, TS & FAX 2 leaves; 2/27 AK to MK, TS 1 leaf & article 3 leaves; 2/27 MK, Beth, Danny & Maia to AK, holograph FAX 4 l; n.d. AK to MK, TS 1 leaf; 4/1 MK to AK, TS FAX 1 leaf; 4/1 MK to AK, TS FAX 1 leaf; 3/25 AK to MK, TS 1 leaf. From M. Kazin, clipping, n.d.; 1/2/97 postcard; 1/5/97 postcard; 2/14/97 note, 1 leaf; 2/27/97 TS, 1 leaf; March/April 97, photocopy “The White Rage,” 5 l; 7/1/97 1 leaf with photocopy, 2 leaves; 1/25/98 printout, 1 leaf; March/April 98, photocopy 3 leaves; undated TS 1 leaf with TS article, 13 leaves. 4 postcards from grandchildren (1993-94); drawings, etc. from grandchildren (?1994-95), 5 l; 2 envelopes; 1 p. printout, n.d.

140.12 Tony KUSHNER: 8/31/94, 1 leaf.

141.1 Anthony LEWIS: 5/28/81; 3/10/83; 3/21/83; 5/29/84; 6/7/84; 10/10/84; 3/2/94, 1 leaf each.

141.2 R. W. B. LEWIS: 11/10/82, 1 leaf; 12/8/89, 1 leaf.

141.3 Gordon LISH: 6/26/84; 8/16/85; 8/22/85; 8/26/85; 3/3/86; 10/27/86; 1/30/89; 7/18/89; 7/21/89; 2/18/?. 1 leaf each.

141.4 Alison LURIE: 6/20/88; 7/27/88; 9/9/88; 2/5/89. 1 leaf each.

141.5 Norman MAILER: 8/7/96, 1 leaf.

141.6 William (Bill) MAXWELL: 3/23/94; 8/30/95; 4/3/96. 1 leaf each.

141.7 James MERRILL: 9/15/93 postcard.

141.8 Herbert MITGANG: 8/4/81, 1 leaf; 12/5/82, 1 leaf with photocopied article; 3/10/83, 1 leaf.

141.9 Edna O’BRIEN: 10/7/81?, 1 leaf; 12/27/?, 1 leaf; “Friday,” 1 leaf.

141.10 Cynthia OZICK: 6/3/93, 1 leaf; 12/11/93, 1 leaf; 6/2/87, 1 leaf.

141.11 William PHILLIPS: 5/11/84, 1 leaf; 6/12/86, 1 leaf; 7/2/86, 1 leaf.

141.12 Philip ROTH: 10/28/96, TS photocopy, 1 leaf.

141.13 John RUSSELL: 9/7/81; 3/26/83; 6/19/83; 9/26/84; 11/25/85; 3/15/86 postcard; 4/12/89; 12/19/89, 1 leaf each; TS undated, 1 leaf; 2 envelopes.
142.1 Pierre SAUVAGE: materials related to Varian Fry: 3/30/1945 Varian Fry to Bruce Bliven, TS photocopy 2 leaves; 4/16/45 photocopy of letter, Varian Fry to New Republic, 1 leaf; 11/26/51 photocopy of envelope, A Kazin to Varian Fry 1 leaf; 2/17/52 Varian Fry to AK, TS photocopy 1 leaf; 2/24/52 Varian Fry to AK, TS photocopy 1 leaf; 11/20/91 AK to Varian Fry, photocopy of holograph note 1 leaf; 2/14/98 Sauvage to AK, TS 1 leaf with essay by Sauvage 5 l; 2/26/98 Sauvage to AK, holograph note 1 leaf, with photocopies of a letter (10/25/51) 1 leaf & article (2/26/98) 1 leaf; letter undated, TS photocopy, 1 leaf.

142.2 Arthur M. SCHLESINGER, Jr.: 9/10/84, 1 leaf; 3/22/85, 1 leaf; 1/5/90, 2 leaves.

142.3 Budd SCHULBERG: 1/30/82, 1 leaf; 5/7/83, 1 leaf.

142.4 Francis STEEGMULLER: 9/25/70, 1 leaf; 5/18/81, 1 leaf; 2/23/84, 1 leaf; 5/23/85, 1 leaf.

142.5 Saul STEINBERG: 3/3/82, 1 leaf; 8/3/90, 1 leaf; 1/24/94, postcard.

142.6 Cushing STROUT: 5/18/88, 1 leaf; 11/11/88, 1 leaf; 4/27/89, 1 leaf & 2 enclosures; 6/7/89, 1 leaf; 11/29, 89, 1 leaf; 12/16/89, card.

142.7 William STYRON: 5/15/87, 1 leaf; 4/13/96, 1 leaf; December ?, 2 cards.

142.8 TRUMAN CAPOTE Literary Trust Achievement Award: 1/4/96-1/14/96, letter from J. Marder & program, 2 leaves; photocopy of award money, 1 leaf; TS press release, 2 leaves; clipping, NY Times.

142.9 John UPDIKE: 12/18/92, 1 leaf; 1/27/93, 1 leaf; 3/3/94, 1 leaf; 7/10/94, 1 leaf

142.10 Mona VAN DUYN: 3/18/94, 1 leaf with 5 pp. printout; 3/18/94, 3 leaves.

142.11 Peter VIERECK: 12/26/86, 1 leaf; photocopied press releases: 1951, 12/29/85, 1987, 5 l; TLS (photocopy) E. Wilentz to P. Viereck, 1/4/86, 1 leaf.


142.13 A. B. YEHOSHUA: 3/8/?, 3 leaves; 3/19/84, 1 leaf; 7/11/84, 1 leaf.

SUBSERIES 2.3: CORRESPONDENCE, INCOMING & OUTGOING, ATLANTIC MONTHLY PRESS / LITTLE, BROWN.

Correspondence to and from Alfred Kazin (AK) and Peter H. Davison, Director (PD), Esther S. Yntema, Senior Editor (ESY), Upton Birnie Brady (UBB), Managing Editor, J. R. Williams (JRW), William Abrams, Senior Editor (WA), Natalie Greenberg (NG), and others of the Atlantic Monthly Press and Little, Brown. All letters are 1 leaf unless otherwise noted.


1965: Jan. 4, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 5, AK to PD; 18, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 30, PD to AK, 2 leaves, Feb. 2, AK to PD; 11, WA to AK; 15, AK to WA, 2 leaves; 16, WA to AK.
March 4, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 22, PD to AK.
April 13, AK to PD; 13, AK to PD.
June 15, AK to PD; 16, PD to AK; 21, AK to PD; 24, PD to AK.
July 1, AK to PD; 6, PD to AK; 7, AK to PD; 17, AK to PD.
Aug. 9, AK to PD; 12, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 19, AK to PD; 27, PD to AK.
Dec. 13, AK to PD, 2 leaves; 15, PD to AK; 18, AK to PD.

143.2 1966  Feb. 24, AK to Bob Manning; 24, “EPF” reader’s report on AK’s “The Single
Self.”
March 3, PD to “RJM” re: “The Single Self”; 9, PD to AK; 10, PD to AK.
May 3, AK to PD.
June 7, AK to PD.
July 11, PD to AK; 19, AK to PD.
Sept. 14, AK to PD, 2 leaves.

1968  Sept. 18, PD to AK.
Oct. 7, AK to PD.
Dec. 2, PD to AK; 7, AK to PD with TS Contents list, 2 leaves; 13, PD to AK; 23, PD to AK.

1969  Feb. 5, PD to Gerald Freund; June 28, AK to PD; July 21, PD to AK.

143.3 1970  Jan. 16, PD to AK; 27, AK to PD.
March 9, AK’s review of R. Blum, The Simultaneous Man, 3 leaves; 13, UBB to AK; 31, UBB to AK.
April 29, PD to AK; 30, PD to AK with clipping;
June/July  AK’s “Living with the Holocaust” (Midstream, pp. 3-7).
July 2, Clipping, “Our Flag,” by AK.
Sept. 7, PD to AK; 20, AK to PD; 25, AtMon to LBr; 28, PD to AK.
Oct. 20, AK to PD.
Dec. 4, PD to W. Ellsworth.

1971  Jan. 8, PD to “RJM”
March 25, PD to AK.
May 18, PD to AK.
June 21, ESY to AK.
July 9, AK to PD; 13, PD to AK; 19, AK to PD; 26, ESY to AK, 2 leaves; 30, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 30, AK to ESY.
Aug. 2, AK to PD; 5, PD to AK; 9, AK to PD, 2 leaves.
Oct. 3, AK to ESY; 6, ESY to AK.
Dec. 9, ESY to AK; 13, AK to ESY.

143.4 1972  Jan. 5, ESY to AK.
March 21, ESY to AK.
May 20, AK to PD, postcard.
June 2, AK to ESY, postcard; 3, ESY to AK, 2 leaves; 6, AK to ESY; 7, ESY to AK; 23, AK to ESY.
July 17, ESY to AK; 26, AK to ESY.
Aug. 4, ESY to AK; 7, AK to ESY; 11, ESY to AK; 15, AK to ESY; 17, AK to ESY; 27, AK to ESY.
Sept. 7, PD to AK; 22, AK to PD; 29, ESY to Scribner’s.
Oct. 5, Beacon Press to ESY; 5, ESY to AK; 5, PD to AK; 11, ESY to AK; 16, ESY to AK; 18, ESY to AK; 25, LBr to AK; 26, AK to ESY, 2 leaves; 27, ESY to AK.
Nov. 3, Scribner’s to ESY, 2 leaves; 9, PD to D. Hammonds; 11, AK to ESY; 13, E. Shrifte to B. Darwell; 13, L. Stewart to B. Darwell; 14, A. Vaill to AK; 15, ESY to AK; 15, D. Hammonds to PD; 21, ESY to AK; 22, ESY to AK; 27, AK to ESY; 28, AK to ESY; 28, ESY to AK; 30, PD to AK.

Dec. 5, ESY to AK; 8, ESY to AK; 12, PD to AK; 13, ESY to AK; 17, AK to PD; 19, M. Runner to P. Harrison; 19, M. Runner to A. Ferris; 22, PD to D. Hammonds.

Jan. 2, AK to PD; 3, AK to PD; 4, RJM to AK; 8, PD to AK; 10, ESY to AK; 14, AK to PD; 15, ESY to AK; 18, UBB to AK; 23, AK to ESY; 24, ESY to AK; 26, AK to ESY; 31, ESY to AK.

Feb. 2, ESY to AK; 9, AK to ESY; 12, ESY to V. Nabokov; 16, LBr to AtlM; 27, Martin Secker & Warburg Ltd. To LBr.

March 5, “Joyce” [Mrs. Raymond Smith] to PD; 8, ESY to AK; 16, NG to AK; 20, PD to AK; 21, ESY to AK; 21, ESY to V. Nabokov & page proof re: Nabokov, 2 leaves; 21, LBr to AtlM; 23, UBB to ESY; 26, AK to NG; 26, V. Nabokov (sec.) to ESY; 26, PD to “Joyce”; 27, ESY to AK; 29, ESY to AK with Library Journal printout.

April 1, AK to ESY; 5, ESY to AK; 11, LBr to AtlM; 13, AK to Pd; 13, ESY to AK; 17, NG to AK.

Apr. 20, ESY to N. Podhoretz; 23, RJM to W. Cole with photocopy review, 2 leaves; 25, ESY to AK; 27, A. Burgess to PD; 27, Bill to PD; 30, PD to AK.

May 1, ESY to AK with photocopy review, 2 leaves; 4, ESY to R. Fraser; 7, ESY to B. DeMott; 9, Pearl Bell to PD; 10, PD to P. Bell; 2 leaves, J. Ludwig to PD; 23, ESY to AK; 29, R. Fraser to ESY; 30, ESY to AK.

June 1, PD to AK; 11, Martin S & Warburg to C. Everitt; 13, ESY to AK with photocopied review, 3 leaves; 16, AK to ESY; 18, ESY to AK; 20, PD to F. Hill; 22, PD to AK.

July 20, NG to AK; 24, NG to AK; 27, PD to AK.

Aug. 8, PD to AK; 9, AK to PD.

Sept. 4, [PD] to AK.

Sept. 5, NG to AK; 5, PD to AK; 11, PD to AK; 12, LBr to AK, 2 leaves; 14, UBB to AK; 26, PD to AK; 27, ESY to AK with article, 3 leaves.

Oct. 1, AK to ESY; 3, ESY to AK.

Nov. 19, ESY to AK with article, 3 leaves.

Dec. 5, AK to ESY; 6, ESY to AK; 10, ESY to AK; 14, AK to ESY; 17, ESY to AK; 31, leaves, Royalty statement.

Jan. 9, PD to AK; 10, ESY to N. Bloom, 2 leaves; 15, ESY to J. Hendin; 19, AK to PD; 3, PD to AK; 31, AK to PD, 5 leaves.

Feb. 11, PD to LBr (re: AK sales & contract), 3 leaves; 11, ESY (re: AK contract); 12 T. Hata to AK; 14, LBr to PD; 14, ESY to AK; 20, JRW to PD; 20, PD to AK.

March 8, PD to JRW; 8, PD to AK; 8, ESY to AK; 14, JRW to PD; 20, PD to A. Schwartz; 29, ESY to PD & JRW, 6 leaves.

April 5, PD (Editorial report); 5, ESY to PD; 5, ESY (Editorial report); 12, JRW to PD; 17, ESY to AK; 18, ESY to PD; 18, ESY to JRW; 19, ESY to AK; 22, AK to ESY; 24, AK to PD; 26, ESY to PD.

May 1, PD to AK.

June 3, PD to AK.

August 30, NG to AK.

Sept. 12, PD to AK.
143.9 1975
Jan. 9, ESY to AK; 15, AK to ESY; 20, ESY to AK.
Feb. 7, AK to ESY; 5, ESY to AK.
March 25, PD to AK.
April 11, AK to PD, postcard; 16, PD to AK; 28, B. Burn to AK.
May 1?, AK to PD, 2 leaves; 5, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 5, NG to L. Spidle; 10, AK to PD; 13, ESY to AK; 16, AK to ESY; 19, AK to ESY.
Sept. 29, PD to AK.
Oct. 12, AK to ESY; 15, ESY to AK.
Dec. 12, AK to PD; 12, E.Morison to PD; 17, PD to F. Morison.

143.10 1976
Feb. 16, AK to PD; 23, PD to AK; 26, AK to PD.
March 4, AK to PD; 10, ESY to AK; 15, AK to ESY; 24, W. Hawkes to UBB; 25, ESY to AK; 26, PD to AK; 29, AK to ESY.
April 2, PD to AK; 19, AK to PD.
May 6, NG to AK; 21 PD to AK; 27, ESY to AK.
June 2, AK to ESY; 7, ESY to AK.
Sept. 28, [Bindery Form]; 29, PD to AK.
Oct. 3, AK to PD.

1977
Jan. 5, ESY to AK.
Feb. 16, ESY to AK; 19, AK to ESY, postcard.
March 31, PD to AK.
June 9, NG to F. Duane.
Sept. 27, PD to AK.
Oct. 5, AK to PD.
Dec. 31, LBr to AK (royalties), 3 leaves

143.11 1978
Jan. 15, LBr to AtM.
March 15, AK to PD; 17, UBB to W. Hodges.
May 4, G. Hall to AK; 3, PD to AK; 5, LBr to AtM; 9, W. McPherson to PD; 12, AK to PD; 16, LBr to AtM.
June 30, LBr to AK (royalties), 2 leaves.
July 17, LBr to AtM.
Sept. 29, PD to AK, 1 leaf & copy.
Oct. 2, AK to PD.
Dec. 31, LBr to AK (royalties), 3 leaves

1979
Jan. 11, AtM to LBr; 23, PD to AK.
March 2, AtM to LBr; 30, NG to AK.
April 10, W. Hodges to AK; 11, PD to AK.
May 14, PD to AK.
Summer, AK to PD.
Sept. 27, PD to AK & royalty statement, 2 leaves
Nov. 7, PD to AK; 19, AK to PD; 26, PD to AK.

1980
Dec. 31, LBr to AK (royalty statement).

143.12 1981
March 2, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 27, PD to AK; 27, PD to AK.
April 8, E. Weeks to AK; 13, AK to “Vik.”
May 5, ? to AK.
June 30, LBr to AK (royalty statement).
July 4, PD “note.”
Sept. 16, AK to PD; 16, J. Reed (PD) to AK; 22, LBr to AK; 24, PD to AK.

1982
March 31, PD to AK & royalty statement, 2 leaves
July 28, PD to AK.
Aug. 13, PD to AK with AK to PD (8/9), 2 leaves; 16, AK to PD, postcard.
Sept. 16, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 30, PD to AK with royalty statement (6/82), 2 leaves
Oct. 2, PD to AK, 3 leaves
Winter, Poems by PD, 4 leaves

1983
March 15, AK to PD, with response, PD to AK; 30, PD to AK & royalty statement.
April 4, PD to AK.
June 7, PD to AK.
Sept. 30, PD to AK & royalty statement (6/30), 2 leaves
Dec. 29, PD to R. W. M. Verwaaijen, 5 leaves

1984
April 17, PD to AK.
Oct. 22, PD to AK.

1985
Jan. 7, PD to AK, card.
Nov. 4, PD to AK.

143.13 6/87, 2 clippings; 7/16/87, PD to AK; 8/16/87, PD to AK; n.d., Poems by PD, 4 leaves;
1/14/90, PD to AK, 2 leaves; 3/5/94, PD to AK; 8/20/94, PD to AK; announcement of
PD reading (1994), n.d.

SUBSERIES 2.4: INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE to A. KAZIN: ADDENDUM

144.1 File of names: “Letters to Alfred Kazin,” 2 leaves, envelope, 2 leaves.

144.2 A: ABATE to AUTHORS GUILD, 26 leaves, 3 postcards.

144.3 B: BACKMAN to BUSCH, 36 leaves, 6 postcards, 1 card.

144.4 C: CABRELLI to CROWTHER, 20 leaves.

144.5 D: DARCY to DOUBLETAKE, 17 leaves, 2 postcards.

144.6 E: EASTMAN to EZRALIN, 19 leaves, 1 card.

144.7 F: FADIMAN to FROST, 10 leaves, 1 postcard.

145.1 G: GALE RESEARCH to GUTMAN, 36 leaves.

145.2 H: HALPERIN to HOROWITZ, 19 leaves, 1 postcard.

145.3 I, J: INTERNATIONAL Festival of Authors to JUMONVILLE, 9 leaves.

145.4 K: KAPLAN to KRIM, 27 leaves, 1 postcard.

145.5 L: LAGERWAUL (?) to LOVERG, 13 leaves, 3 postcards, 1 card.
146.1 M: MACARTHUR FOUNDATION to MULLEN, 32 leaves, 3 postcards, 1 card.

146.2 N: NAVASKY to NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS, 5 leaves.

146.3 O, P: O’BRIEN to PROSHANSKY, 12 leaves.

146.4 R: RAND to RUBIN, 12 leaves, 1 card.

146.5 S: SAID to SZLZOITS, 43 leaves, 5 postcards.

146.6 T, U, V: THOMAS to VERWAAIJEN, 22 leaves, 1 postcard.

146.7 W, Z: WALLACE to ZIMMER, 33 leaves.


147.2 Correspondence by OTHERS, 17 leaves.

**SUBSERIES 2.5: INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE to JUDITH DUNFORD**


148.3 Condolence letters 1998, H—L, 11 leaves, 5 cards.


148.5 Condolence letters 1998, S—Z & unidentified, 22 leaves, 20 cards, 1 postcard.

148.6 Miscellaneous correspondence; VITA; writing sample, 27 leaves, 3 postcards.

**SUBSERIES 2.6: FAN MAIL**

149.1 Fan Mail (sorted by date), 20 leaves.

149.2 Fan Mail (unsorted): in folder AK labeled, “Reader Responses to My Articles,” includes letters to editors and letters to AK, 64 leaves, 1 card.

**SUBSERIES 2.7: OUTGOING CORRESPONDENCE from A. KAZIN to JUDITH DUNFORD**

**Box 150, Folder 1**

150.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed, to Professor Schwartz [i.e., Judith Dunford]. Aug. 1, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

150.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed, to [Judith Dunford]. Aug. 22, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

150.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Aug. 24, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, to Mr. Wriston [i.e., Judith Dunford]. Sept. 8, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Sept. 27, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Nov. 9, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Nov. 11, 1977, 1 leaf.


Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Nov. 12, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to E. Dickinson [i.e., Judith Dunford]. Nov. 23, 1977, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Autographed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. “Sunday” [1977], 1 greeting card, 1 envelope.


**Box 150, Folder 2**

150.2 Alfred Kazin. Autographed letter to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d], 1 leaf.


150.2 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. “Saturday, 6 A.M” [n.d.], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


150.2 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to Friend [i.e., Judith Dunford]. Mar. 3, 1978, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


150.2 Alfred Kazin. Autographed letter to [Judith Dunford]. May Day 1978, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


150.2 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. May 18, 1978, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

150.2 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. May 19, 1978, 1 leaf, 2 clippings, 1 envelope.

150.2 Alfred Kazin. Esquire issue May 23, 1978, 1 copy of Esquire, 1 envelope.

Box 150, Folder 3
150.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. June 27, 1978, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
150.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. “Fri. afternoon 3:45 P.M.” [1978], 1 leaf.
150.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note, to [Judith Dunford]. Nov. 27, 1978, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
150.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed postcard to Judith Dunford. [1978], 1 leaf.
150.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed postcard to Judith Dunford. [1978], 1 leaf.
150.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed postcard to Judith Dunford. [1978], 1 leaf.

Box 151, Folder 1

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Jan. 17, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Jan. 20, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Jan. 21, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Jan. 23, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Jan. 26, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Feb. 1, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to Mamushka [i.e., Judith Dunford]. Feb. 17, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to M [i.e., Judith Dunford]. “Sunday morning 8:30 A.M.” [1979], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to M [i.e., Judith Dunford]. Mar. 29, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Mar. 31, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Apr. 7, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 The Twenty-First Annual Joseph Warren Beach Memorial Lecture. Apr. 10 [1979], 1 leave, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. “Good Friday morning to you, 7:47 or so” [1979], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. “Saddaday nite, june 9” [1979], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to Judith Dunford. June 13, 1979, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Autographed postcard to Dunford [i.e., Judith]. June 16, 1979, 1 leaf.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Autographed greeting card to [Judith Dunford]. June 19, 1979, 1 greeting card.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. Aug 2 [1979], 1 leaf.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. Aug 7 [1979], 1 leaf.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf.

151.1 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. [Aug, 1979], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Box 151, Folder 2

151.2 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to Dearest dumpster [i.e., Judith Dunford]. “Monday 24 V 82 1:31P.M., 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

151.2 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. June 12, 1983, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


Alfred Kazin. Typed note, signed to Judith [Dunford]. Jul 12, 1983, 1 postcard, 1 envelope, 1 clipping of photo.

Alfred Kazin. Autographed note, signed to Judith [Dunford]. Jul 18, 1983, 1 postcard, 1 envelope.


Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to Judith [Dunford]. June 20, 1983, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to Judith Dunford. Mar 8, 1984, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to Judith [Dunford]. Oct 1, 1984, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to Judith [Dunford]. Oct 2, 1984, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to Judith [Dunford]. Oct 3, 1984, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to Judith [Dunford]. Oct 9, 1984, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to Judith Dunford. 1985, 1 leaf, 1 envelope.


Box 151, Folder 3

Alfred Kazin. Autographed note, signed to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 greeting card, 1 envelope.

Alfred Kazin. Typed note to Judith Dunford. [1979], 1 postcard.

Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 greeting card, 1 envelope.
The New York Public Library

151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed letter to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 greeting card.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed note to Judith Dunford. [n.d.], 1 postcard.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note, signed to Judith Dunford. [n.d.], 1 postcard.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed note, signed to [Judith Dunford]. “Sunday night-8:40 P.M.,” 1 leaf.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note, signed to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 greeting card, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed note, signed to Judith Dunford. “28 June 4:17 P.M.,” 1 leaf.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 2 leaves.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed note to [Judith Dunford]. “Monday, around noon, before leaving;” 1 leaf.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 greeting card, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. 1 envelope signed “Judith”
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed note to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter to Judith Dunford. [n.d.], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Autographed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. [n.d.], 1 leaf, 1 envelope.
151.3 Alfred Kazin. Typed letter, signed to [Judith Dunford]. “Thursday 10 A.M.,” 1 leaf, 1 envelope.

Box 151, Folder 4

Miscellaneous Material included with correspondence from Alfred Kazin to Judith Dunford.

1 envelope of dried flowers.
The New York Public Library Conservator’s Dinner program, May 7, 1981.

Clippings, 3 leaves.

Typed letter, signed “To the Editor” from Judith Dunford, Mar 27, 1978, 1 leaf.

**SUBSERIES 2.8: OUTGOING CORRESPONDENCE from A. KAZIN**

152.1 To: Aaron, Dan Dec. 18, 1996 TL 1 leaf
    Abbott, Ms. Aug. 29, 1988 TL 1 leaf
    Abrams, M. H. Dec. 10, 1997 TL 1 leaf
    Altenbernd, Nicholas Aug. 14, 1996 TL 1 leaf
    American Academy of Arts & Letters April 1, 1994 TL 1 leaf
    American Council of Learned Societies Nov. 30, 1965 Typed Forms 2 leaves
    Nov. 8, 1993 TL 2 leaves
    Undated Typed Form 1 leaf

    Anderson, Michael Dec. 23, 1992 TL 1 leaf
    Antico, June 25, 1964 TL 2 leaves
    Arava, Douglas Abrams July 18, 1997 TL 1 leaf, TLS June 12, 1997 Univ. of Calif. To Kazin 2 leaves
    Backman, Aug. 4, 1995 TL 1 leaf
    Backstrom, Sept. 6, 1975 TL 1 leaf
    Balch, Sept. 11, 1994 TL 1 leaf
    Barnes, Joseph May 24, 1966 TL 1 leaf
    Barrett, Nov. 2, 1981 TL 2 leaves
    Nov. 18, 1981 TL 1 leaf
    Beck, Dr. June 17, 1997 TL 1 leaf
    Bell, Dan Jan. 19, 1992 TL 1 leaf
    Bellow, Saul June 24, 1964 TL 1 leaf, 2 versions
    Berman, Paul Aug. 10, 1996 TL 1 leaf, Review of Jews Without Money 1 leaf
    Dec. 10, 1996 TL 1 leaf
    Bernard, Jan. 8, 1997 TL 1 leaf
    Bessie, Simon Michael Aug. 17, 1965 TL 1 leaf
    Best, Marshall April 13, 1971 TL 1 leaf
    Birstein, Ann Dec. 15, 1980 TL 2 leaves
    Blake, Ms. Oct. 16, 1997 TL 1 leaf
    Blake, James Dec. 3, 1996 TL 1 leaf
    Blumenthal, March 17, 1997 TL 1 leaf, Incomplete

152.2 To: Bowles, Gordon T. Oct. 12, 1949 TL 2 leaves
    Brent, Jonathan Oct. 22, 1994 TL 1 leaf, 2 copies
    Oct. 24, 1997 TLS 1 leaf
    Brooks, Van Wyck Jan. 3, 1949 TL 2 leaves
    Jan. 30, 1952 TL 3 leaves
    Cain, Bill March 8, 1993 TL 1 leaf
    March 19, 1993 TL 1 leaf
    Califano, Joseph A., Jr. April 20, 1993 TL 1 leaf
    Cane, Melville Oct. 20, 1952 TL 1 leaf
    Carr, Ruth April 10, 1983 TLS 2 leaves
    Century Assoc. April 16, 1994 TL 1 leaf
    Oct. 23, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Chace, Bill Feb. 26, 1979 TL 1 leaf
Chamberlain, John Dec. 12, 1951 TL 1 leaf
Chance, Prof. Feb. 15, 1979 TL 1 leaf
Cohen, Sept. 26, 1956 TLS 1 leaf
Cohen, Arthur Oct. 30, 1957 TLS 1 leaf
Conason, Sept. 21, 1993 TLS 1 leaf
Cook, Dick Oct. 10, 1996 TLS 1 leaf
Oct. 28, 1996 TL 1 leaf, Incomplete
Covici, Pascal June 6, 1953 TL 1 leaf
Cowley, Malcolm May 6, 1962 TL 1 leaf
Cuny Oct. 3, 1989 TLS 3 leaves
Curzon, David March 17, 1994 TL 1 leaf

152.3 To: Davey, John Nov. 21, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Davis, Hope Feb. 23, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Davis, Lambert Aug. 16, 1946 TL 2 leaves
Davis, Robert Aug. 11, 1954 TL 1 leaf, Typed lists 2 leaves
Dec. 29, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Davison, Peter March 15, 1978 TL 1 leaf
March 10, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Aug. 16, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Oct. 6, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Jan. 30, 1998 TL 1 leaf
DeVoto, Mark Jan. 9, 1995 TL 1 leaf, Incomplete
Donald, Aida Oct. 19, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Aug. 5, 1995 TL 1 leaf
Doria, Feb. 24 1964 TL 1 leaf
Eakin, Mar. 29, 1976 TL 1 leaf
Eastman, Yvette Mar. 11, 1995 TL 1 leaf
Elie, Oct. 25, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Eppard, Prof. Nov. 10, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Epstein, Prof Dec. 8, 1983 TLS 1 leaf
Ettinger, Elzbieta Nov. 28, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Fadiman, Miz Feb. 8, 1998 TL 1 leaf
Fitchen, Zllen Oct. 16, 1978 TL 1 leaf
Ford, Harry Mar. 30, ?? TL 1 leaf
Nov. 5, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Frank, Dan April 14, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Freund, Gerald Feb. 1, 1965 TL 2 leaves
April 1, 1981 TLS 1 leaf

152.4 To: Geller, Bob April 17, 1974 TL 2 leaves
May 30, 1974 TL 2 leaves
Giroux, Bob Dec. 6, 1950 TL 1 leaf
Glaberson, April 29, 1980 TL 3 leaves
Glazer, Nat Feb. 27, 1981 TLS 1 leaf
Goodman, Bill Aug. 1, 1976 TL 1 leaf
Gottlieb, Bob Aug. 13, 1975 TL 1 leaf
Granick, Mar. 24, 1949 TL 1 leaf
Greene, Aug. 28, 1967 TL 1 leaf
Grunwald, April 1, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Dec, 6, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Haas, Warren Oct. 2, 1964 TL 1 leaf
Hartt, May 26, 1974 TL 1 leaf
Heimert, Alan Oct. 11, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Hellman, Lillian Feb. 16, 1974 TL 1 leaf
Hertzberg, Arthur June 23, 1993 TL 1 leaf (2 copies)
Hertzberg, Rick Nov. 24, 1993 TLS 1 leaf
Hoagland, Edward Mar. 13, 1974 TL 1 leaf
         Mar. 26, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Huntington, Mar. 30, 1994 TL 1 leaf

152.5 To: James, Clive Dec. 6, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Janeway, Carol Nov. 1, 1995 TLS 1 leaf
Jennison, Peter Mar. 28, 1965 TLS 1 leaf
Johnston, Bernard Undated TL 1 leaf
Jones, Howard Mumford May 19, 1971 TL 1 leaf
Jumonville, Neil Nov. 1, 1993 TL 1 leaf
         Nov. 22, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Karper, Altie Undated TN 1 leaf
Kazin, Beth Mar. 18, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Kazin, Kate Oct. 26, 1992 TL 1 leaf
         Mar. 23, 1996 TL 1 leaf
         June 6, 1996 TL 1 leaf
         Oct. 15, 1997 TL 1 leaf
         Dec. 27, 1997 TL 1 leaf
Kazin, Michael Mar. 10, 1993 TL 1 leaf
         July 6, 1993 TL 1 leaf
         Sept. 28, 1993 TL 1 leaf
         Feb. 1, 1994 TL 1 leaf
         June 17, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Keller, Ernest Feb. 16, 1978 TLS 1 leaf
Kempton, Murray Sept. 13, 1996 TL 1 leaf
         Sept. 18, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Kibel, Prof. Feb. 21, 1976 TL 2 leaves
Kristol, Irving May 7, 1953 TL 1 leaf
Krupnick, July 21, 1995 TL 1 leaf
Kunitz, Nov. 14, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Kushner, Tony July 20, 1994 TL 1 leaf

152.6 Lambert, Mar. 24, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Lang, Kathryn M. Nov. 8, 1997 TL 1 leaf
Langer, Elinor Sept. 23, 1980 TLS 2 leaves
Lasky, Mel June 4, 1954 TL 1 leaf
Levenson, Jacob Oct. 23, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Levin, Jan. 12, 1982 TL 1 leaf
Levitas, April 19, 1950 TL 2 leaves, Report by Ezra Pound 2 leaves
Lynn, Kenneth July 17, 1963 TL 1 leaf
         Feb. 21, 1966 TL 1 leaf
McCullough, June 29, 1994 TL 1 leaf
McDonald, Duncan Jan. 28, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Maguire, Elizabeth Jan. 13, 1997 TL 1 leaf
Mailer, Norman May 21, 1959 TL 1 leaf
Malamud, Bernie June 19, 1958 TL 1 leaf
Manning, Bob Sept. 21, 1968 TL 2 leaves
Mansfield, Irving Dec. 31, 1952 TL 1 leaf
Martin, Jay Aug. 17, 1965 TL 4 leaves
Maxwell, Bill April 6, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Mayer, Peter June 26, 1964 TL 1 leaf
Meyer, Arabella C. Nov. 9, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Miller, Judith Undated TL 1 leaf
Millman, Michael May 11, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Minton, Aug. 16, 1963 TL 1 leaf
Monath, Hortense Jan. 23, 1953 TL 1 leaf
Morris, Willie Mar. 6, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Moynahan, Julian Nov. 7, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Murray, Nina Feb. 7, 1993 TL 1 leaf

152.7 To: National Endowment for the Humanities Sept. 4, 1994 TL 1 leaf 2 copies
Navasky, Victor Sept. 29, 1980 TL 1 leaf
Newman, Aug. 24, ?? TL 1 leaf Incomplete
New York Council for the Humanities Feb. 25, 1994 TL 1 leaf Incomplete
Nosofsky, Willy Aug. 30, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Nussbaum, Oct. 31, 1994 TL 2 leaves
Oliver, Feb. 28, 1949 TL 1 leaf Incomplete
Ozick, Cynthia Dec. 8, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Peretz, Martin Dec. 10, 1984 TL 1 leaf
Podhoretz, Norman Jan. 26, 1978 TLS 1 leaf
Ribakow, Jan. 8, 1954 TLS 1 leaf
Richardson, John April 12, 1981 TLS 1 leaf
Rose, Daniel Jan. 15, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Daniel & Joanna Feb. 22, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Dec. 31, 1993 TL 1 leaf

152.8 To: Sacks, Dr. May 14, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Sareth, Ed Dec. 8, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Scher, Dr. Richard K. Undated TLS 1 leaf
Schlesinger, Arthur July 3, 1963 TL 1 leaf
Dec. 26, 1965 TL 1 leaf
Feb. 4, 1968 TL 2 leaves
Schwartz, Joan Ullman Jan. 29, 1998 TL 1 leaf
Shneidman, Edwin Mar. 14, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Silvers, Bob Mar. 30, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Silvers, Claire July 11, 1995 TL 1 leaf
Sistrom, Feb. 22, 1997 TL 1 leaf
Sklar, Stacey Jan. 26, 1996 TL 1 leaf
Snow, June 30, 1994 TL 1 leaf Incomplete
Southern, Carol April 17, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Spark, Clare Dec. 7, 1995 TL 1 leaf, TLS Dec. 4, 1995 Sparks to Kazin 1 leaf
Sperber, Feb. 20, 1955 TL 1 leaf
2 leaves incomplete
Stallman, Robert Wooster July 22, 1948 TL 2 leaves
Staples, Nov. 28, 1994 TL 1 leaf
State Farm April 28, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Steinberg, Saul Oct. 5, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Straus, June 10, 1949 TL 1 leaf
Sullivan, Feb. 9, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Swanberg, Nov. 18, 1964 TL 3 leaves

152.9 To: Targ, William
April 16, 1946 TLS 1 leaf, Intro to Crime & Punishment TS 6 leaves
April 26, 1946 TLS 1 leaf
Oct. 27, 1950 TLS 1 leaf
Oct. 29, 1950 TLS 1 leaf
Dec. 21, 1950 TLS 1 leaf
Dec. 23, 1950 TLS 1 leaf
Jan. 30, 1952 ALS 1 leaf
June 4, 1967 ANS postcard
March 19, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Oct. 19, ?? TLS 1 leaf
Undated TLS 1 leaf

Thomas, Dr. Jan. 14, 1956 TL 2 leaves
Updike, John
Nov. 30, 1992 TL 1 leaf
Dec. 7, 1992 TL 1 leaf
July 4, ?? TL 1 leaf

152.10 To: Van Duyn, Mona
March 15, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Walther, LuAnn Feb. 2, 1995 TL 1 leaf
Ward, Aileen April 27, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Warren, June 26, 1978 TL 1 leaf
Wasserman, Steve Oct. 23, 1997
Weeks, Edward
April 5, 1959 TL 1 leaf
Jan. 15, 1965 TL 1 leaf, 2 copies Incomplete
Wentworth, Linda Jan. 14, 1996 TL 1 leaf
West, Anthony Oct. 6, 1953 TL 1 leaf
Whatley, Mrs. Nov. 19, 1994 TL 1 leaf
Whitworth, William Feb. 29, 1982 TLS 1 leaf
Wieseltier, Leon Feb. 18, 1992 TL 1 leaf
March 25, 1993 TL 1 leaf
May 27, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Williams, Alan
April 23, 1963 TL 1 leaf
Wilson, Edmund May 25, 1962 TL 3 leaves
Wilson, Thomas J. Aug. 19, 1954 TL 1 leaf
Winston, Gail Undated TL 1 leaf
Woodward, Vann May 17, 1993 TL 1 leaf
Wrong, Dennis Oct. 28, 1970 TL 1 leaf
Yadoo, Aug. 22, 1949 TL 4 leaves
Zimmer, Prof. Nov. 6, 1997 TL 1 leaf, Misc. Notes 2 leaves

153.1 Miscellaneous to unknown recipients (arranged alphabetically by first names) 37 leaves;
Miscellaneous prose regarding Chaim Raphael, Garry Wills and Carol Saltus, 7 leaves
Miscellaneous notes, 4 leaves
Empty folder, 2

SERIES 3: PHOTOGRAPHS

154 Photographs of A. Kazin, family, and friends, 99 sleeves with photos.
155 Photographs of A. Kazin, family, and friends, 105 sleeves with photos.

SERIES 4: PERSONAL DOCUMENTS

156.1 Bibliographies, miscellaneous notes & essays; bibliographies of others, TS & holograph, 70 leaves.
156.2 Resumes (several copies & miscellaneous pages), 75 leaves.
156.3 VITA; biographical materials TS & printed, 103 leaves.
156.4 Marriage certificates & book, Familien Buchlein (Ann Birstein, 1952); marriage announcement (Judith Dunford, 1983), 3 leaves, 1 card.
156.5 Divorce paper from Ann Birstein, July 8, 1981, 15 leaves.
156.6 Nine passports (1944-1996).
156.7 Miscellany: ID cards; graduation program Cathreal Kazin; “Stuff hanging on wall by AK’s desk.”

SERIES 5: AWARDS & HONORS

157.1 TS & printed awards, honors, citations, etc., 1965-1990.

SERIES 6: FINANCIAL PAPERS

158.1 Miscellaneous bills.
158.2 Checkbook registers; credit cards; airline itineraries.
158.3 Miscellaneous bills & payments.
158.4 Cancelled checks.
159.1 Brokerage, bank, & credit card statements (1989, 1992, 1993).
159.2 Brokerage, bank & credit card statements (1994, 1995).
159.3 Brokerage, bank & credit card statements (1996, 1997).
161.1 Income: royalties, annuity, etc. (1990-1997).
161.3 Real Estate materials: deeds, mortgages, correspondence, etc. (1979-1981).

SERIES 7: MEDICAL PAPERS

162.2 Medicare EOB, cards, miscellaneous (1993).
162.3 Medicare & other health insurance statements (1995).

SERIES 8: PRINTED MATERIALS BY ALFRED KAZIN

SUBSERIES 8.1: ESSAYS & ARTICLES

164.1 A: “Albert Camus” – “The Art City Our Fathers Built.”
164.3 D, E: “The Day the War Stopped” – “An Exchange on Ezra Pound.”
164.5 H: “The Happy Hour” – “How Shall I Read This Book?”
165.1 I, J: “Imagination and the Age” – “A Joyful Voyeur in the Park; Recalling Rahv’s Roar.”
165.3 N, O: “Never a Loss for Words” – “Ours is a Visual Period.”
166.2 Fragments, incomplete printed clippings; folders.

SUBSERIES 8.2: BOOK REVIEWS (by author/editor reviewed)

167.1 A, B: Ashton, Ruth – Butterfield, L. H.
168.3 M, N, O: McCarthy, Patrick – Ozick, Cynthia.
169.1 P, R: Pavlenko, Piotr – Roth, Philip.
169.2 S: Samuels, Ernest – Strouse, Jean.
169.4 Multiple authors; miscellaneous.

**SUBSERIES 8.3: PAGE PROOFS**

170.1 Miscellaneous Page Proofs.

**SUBSERIES 8.4: LETTERS TO EDITORS**

170.2 Miscellaneous Letters to Editors.

**SERIES 9: EPHEMERA**

170.3 Brochures, business cards, event announcements & programs, etc.; folder: “FACES & Documentation” folder: clippings, photos, postcards of peoples’ faces.

**SERIES 10: AUDIO CASSETTES**

171 **By Alfred Kazin:**
“Dreiser-Dos Passos II” 4 reels.
GSUC/CUNY Student Orientation, Sept. 9, 1982, 1 reel.
“Hemingway, 1 reel.”
“Henry Adams to T. S. Eliot’s ‘Old Man in a Dry Month,’” 4/10/79, 1 reel.
PACIFICA Tape Library (6 reels)
“Tradition as Style: The Education of Henry Adams” BB4449.01.
“Henry James” BB4449.02.
“Mark Twain’s Style” BB4449.03.
“William Dean Howells and the Novel of Manners” BB4449.05.
“Realism in the History of the American Novel” BB4449.06.
*Walker in the City, A*, 6 reels, Books on Tape (2 sets, boxed).

172 **By Alfred Kazin**, no title, 4 reels:
Chapel Hill, Jan. 18, 1982.
Emory University, May 1987.
National Council of Teachers of English, Nov. 23-25, 1978,
Kansas City, SM2 College Section.

By unknown recorder, 3 reels:

Miscellaneous, 2 reels:
“Main Street, USA,” Russell Davies, Radio 3, 2/10/93.
“Poets’ Corner Vespers Service,” Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine, NYC,

Music Cassettes
Bach, Johann Sebastian, Christmas Oratorio (2 discs).
Dubliners The, Celebration.
Renard, Claire, Breves d’ Ete.
Stoeffken, Ditrich, Suites Pour Viole Seule.

SERIES 11: VIDEO CASSETTES

173 By Alfred Kazin:
“Cityscape” with Kazin & Finn, 1/23/90.

By Another:
“Arena Philip Roth: My True Story.”

SERIES 12: COMPUTER DISKS

174.1 3” computer disks (8):
“CHAP, Emerson, 1996, New (NH), Slavery, Italy, WW & ED (judith), Lincoln,
M.Twain, OWJ, Prologue”; “Journal 1996”; “1997”; “Moses”; “Cahan”;
“Malamud”; “all files a-new as of 1/17/96”; “old files as of 6/18/95, JOA,
Grandpa-Jews.”

174.2 5” computer disks (8):
“one, two, three Foreword – critics”; “Burning Lifetime” (both words crossed
out); “1946-1950”; “Stowe Babel Trotsky”; “Lifetime 9/27/94”; “Final Book”;
“Book.txt”; “1990-94.”

174.3 5” computer disks (8):

174.4 5” computer disks (4):

175.1 3” computer disks (5):
3” computer disks (3):

175.2 5” computer disks (9):

175.3 Miscellaneous computer material: computer instructions: 4 cards, 1 note; labels; pad; list of documents, “100 items,” 3 leaves.

SERIES 13: OBITUARIES

176.1 The American Scholar (Summer 1998); Authors Guild Bulletin (Spring 1998).


176.4 Time (June 15, 1998).

SERIES 14: MEMORIALS

177.1 By: Bender, Thomas; Brawarsky, Sandee; Delbanco, Andrew; Dickstein, Morris; Francis, Richard; Getlin; Gladstone; Hampton, Wilborn; Homberger, Eric; Kazin, Cathrael; Pells, Richard; Pinsker, Sanford; Rosen, Jonathan; Wasserman, Steve; Weil, Martin; Wilentz, Sean.


SERIES 15: WORK BY OTHERS

SUBSERIES 15.1: About Alfred Kazin

By Kazin: TS Journal entries, fragments, 28 leaves.

178.2 Miscellaneous photocopied articles by others.

SUBSERIES 15.2: ESSAYS & ARTICLES

179.1 Miscellaneous printed & photocopied essays & articles: A – S.

180.1 James ATLAS, TS (copy) biography of Saul Bellow (in part), 100 leaves.

180.2 James ATLAS, TS (copy) biography of Saul Bellow (in part), 200 leaves.

180.3 Anatole BROYARD, TS draft (?autobiography), 48 leaves.

180.4 Mia S. BRUCH, spiral bound MS, “Idioms of Intellect” (Stanford Univ. 1997).

180.5 Stanley BURNSHAW, TS draft copy of lecture, “Robert Frost Himself” (1990), 25 leaves, with related letter.


181.2 Elizbieta ETTINGER, TS draft copy of “Notes” re: Hannah Arendt, 45 leaves; TS draft copy of MS re: Hannah Arendt, 124 leaves; related correspondence.

181.3 Edward HOAGLAND, TS copy of (autobiographical) untitled essay, 35 leaves; photocopied article.

181.4 Michael KAZIN, TS proposal, 4 leaves; TS draft untitled, 38 leaves; TS draft copy, “Language of Discontent,” 24 leaves; clipping; offprint.


182.2 Jane MULLEN, TS “A Complicated Situation” (to p. 91), 93 leaves.

182.3 Jane MULLEN, TS “A Complicated Situation” (pp. 92-192), 101 leaves.

182.4 Barbara NOVAK, TS “The Ape and the Whale” [a play], in folder, “Melville and Darwin.”

183.2 Philip ROTH, TS Sabbath's Theater, continued, pp. 99-196.

183.3 Philip ROTH, TS Sabbath's Theater, continued, pp. 197-297.

184.1 Philip ROTH, TS Sabbath's Theater, continued, pp. 298-400.

184.2 Philip ROTH, TS Sabbath's Theater, continued, pp. 401-498.

184.3 Philip ROTH, TS Sabbath's Theater, continued, pp. 499-594.


185.3 Miscellaneous Essays: TS, Aaron, D.; Alterman, E.; Hauck, R. B.; Kazin, Cathrael; Krupnick, M.; Rosenberg; Skakun, M.

SUBSERIES 15.3: BOOK REVIEWS of Books by Alfred Kazin:

186.1 An American Procession (3 printed reviews).

186.2 Contemporaries . . . (1).

186.3 God and the American Writer (10 printed & photocopied reviews).

186.4 A Lifetime Burning in Every Moment (15 printed & photocopied reviews).

186.5 New York Jew (13 printed & photocopied reviews).

186.6 Writing Was Everything (26 printed & photocopied reviews, some duplication); TS notes.

SUBSERIES 15.3: BOOK REVIEWS of Books by others:

187.1 Nine printed & photocopied reviews.

SERIES 16: REALIA

188 Envelope with shoelace; 2 eyeglass cases with eyeglasses; address label dispenser with labels; brown wallet; 2 key holders; black wallet with various forms of ID and cards; book, The Senior Echoes, Vol. V (Senior Class of June 1931, Franklin K. Lane High School, Brooklyn, NY).

189a Phi Beta Kappa key. Paperweight with gold placard, Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, 1977-1978. Both are the gift of Judith Dunford, August 2009.

190 Certificates:
Ambassador Book Award Triumph of Lifetime Literary Achievement, for God and the American Writer, Books-Across-the-Sea program of the English-Speaking Union, June 1, 1998, with program.
“Annual Book Award,” The Colonial Dames of America Annual Book Award, April 25, 1990 (“A Writer’s America”).

Miscellany:

SERIES 17: MISCELLANEOUS OVERSIZE (+++)

191.1 Original dust jacket, Writing was Everything, copy 1.
191.2 Original dust jacket, Writing was Everything, copy 2.
191.3 Original dust jacket, A Walker in the City.
191.4 Map of Wellfleet & Cape Cod area.